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Preface
The book investigates the operative and organizational implications related to the use
of the growing amount of available data on policy making processes, highlighting
the experimental dimension of policy making that, thanks to data, proves to be more
and more exploitable toward more effective and sustainable decisions. According
to well-established literature and some empirical evidence, data has shown great
potential in supporting the reading and the estimation of fine-grained variations in
human practices in cities over time and spaces, depending on the specific sources
from which it can be obtained. These features also affect data usability, highlighting
how its potential relevance may vary in each different stage of the policy making
process. The larger and larger availability of data offers support for (1) strategic
activities, by aggregating information on time series that inform and validate public
actions; (2) tactical decisions, conceived as the evidence-informed actions that are
needed to implement medium-term strategic decisions; (3) operational decisions,
giving support to day-by-day decision-making activities in a short-term perspective.
The larger the availability of data, the bigger the chance it offers to implement
experimental activities feeding the policy design and implementation as well as
enabling collective learningprocesses.Within this changingbut promising landscape,
the book is structured into two parts.
The first part introduces the key questions highlighted by the PoliVisu project
and still representing operational and strategic challenges in the exploitation of data
potentials in urban policy making. It includes four chapters.
The chapter titled “The Data Shake: An Opportunity for Experiment-Driven
Policy Making” by Grazia Concilio and Paola Pucci starts from considering that
the wider availability of data and the growing technological advancements in data
collection, management, and analysis question the very basis of the policy making
process toward new interpretativemodels. By dealingwith the operative implications
in the use of a growing amount of available data in policy making processes, this
chapter starts discussing the chance offered by data in the design, implementation,
and evaluation of a planning policy, with a critical review of the evidence-based
policy making approaches; then introduces the relevance of data in the policy design
experiments and the conditions for its uses.
v
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The second chapter by Nils Walravens, Pieter Ballon, Mathias Van Compernolle,
KoenBorghys, titled “DataOwnership andOpenData: The Potential forData-Driven
Policy Making,” discusses the issue of data ownership within the broader framework
of Smart Cities initiatives. It acknowledges that the growing power acquired by
the data market and the great relevance assigned to data ownership, rather than to
data-exploitation know-how, is affecting the development of a data culture and is
slowing down the embedding of data-related expertise inside public administrations.
Some key questions are explored in order to assess what are the consequences of
these phenomena when imagining the potential for policy making consequent to the
growing data quantity and availability; which strategic challenges and decisions do
public authorities face in this regard; what are valuable approaches to arm public
administrations in this “war on data.” By looking at the Smart Flanders program
initiated by the Flemish government (Belgium) in 2017, the chapter offers insight to
support cities with defining and implementing a common open data policy.
In the chapter “Towards a Public Sector Data Culture: Data as an Individual
and Communal Resource in Progressing Democracy,” Petter Falk argues that in
consequence of the increased use of data, citizens and governments, as both producers
and consumers of data, become intertwined in more and more complex ways. For
ensuring a democratic usage of citizens data, Falk highlights the relevance of a sound
data practice and data culture, drawing on insights from the project Democracy Data,
that explores the opportunities and obstacles for establishing democratically oriented
public sector data cultures.
In the final chapter of the first book part, titled “Innovation in Data Visualisation
for Public Policy Making,” Paolo Raineri and Francesco Molinari propose a reflec-
tion on the potential of data visualization technologies for (informed) public policy
making in a growingly complex and fast-changing landscape. Based on the results of
an online survey of more than 50 data scientists from all over the world, the authors
highlight five application areas that, according to the domain specialists, see the
biggest needs for innovation. In particular, the experts argue, that the transformation
of the business cases supporting the adoption and implementation of data visualiza-
tion methods and tools in government is not fully captured by the conventional view
of the value of Business Intelligence. Finally, the authors reflect on citizen science,
design thinking, and accountability as triggers of civic engagement and participation
that can bring a community of “knowledge intermediaries” into the daily discussion
on data-supported policy making.
The second part of the book, focusing on the findings of the Horizon 2020 project
PoliVisu, explores the ways data (different in sources as well as in the informa-
tion and knowledge it activates) and data visualizations (necessary for any discus-
sion or reflection on problems, impacts, or evidences) are changing policy making
and especially mobility policy (from the real-time monitoring of traffic to strategic
mobility plans) and the different roles they may play in the stages of a policy cycle.
Policy cycle model is assumed as an ideal typical model to organize and systematize
the phases of a policy making process, and is empirically experienced into project
pilot cases (mainly Ghent in Belgium, Issy-les-Moulineaux in France, and Pilsen
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in Czechia), in order to focus on the experiential dimension of policy making in
concrete decision-making contexts.
Yannis Charalabidis opens the second part of the book with his contribution titled
“Policy-Related Decision Making in a Smart City Context: The PoliVisu Approach”
by considering that ICT provides new methods and tools to politicians and their
cabinets on an almost daily basis, so allowing them to deal with the growing quest
for more efficient governance. The chapter introduces the perspective of the PoliVisu
project that constitutes a step forward from the evidence-based decision making,
going toward an experimental approach, supported by the large variety of available
data sets. Yannis Charalabidis argues that, by utilizing advanced data gathering,
processing, and visualization techniques, the PoliVisu platform is one of the most
recent integrated examples promoting the experimental dimension of policy making
at a municipal and regional level.
The following chapter titled “Turning Data into Actionable Policy Insights” intro-
duces the project and its main activities. This contribution by Jonas Verstraete, Freya
Acar, Grazia Concilio, and Paola Pucci highlights the key impacts and opportunities
offered to policy making by the greater availability of data. This analysis is carried
out by mapping the key data sources and data analytical approaches entering policy
making, along through the different steps of a policy cycle model and underlines the
crucial work developed by both policy makers and data specialists associated with
data selection, evaluation, and use. The entire chapter benefits from short narrations
reporting “data at work” examples, supplied by the several project pilots.
In the chapter titled “Data-Related Ecosystems in Policy Making. The Polivisu
Contexts,” Giovanni Lanza explores the complexity of the ecosystems that develop
around data-supported policy making. Such complexity can be traced back to the
multiplicity of actors involved, the roles they assume in the different steps of the
decision-making process, and the nature of the relationships they establish, takes on
new connotations following the rising use of data for public policies. Issues related
to data ownership and the ability to collect, manage, and translate data into useful
information for policy makers require, following Lanza, the involvement of several
actors, generating ecosystems where co-creation strategies are confronted with the
limits of action of the public administrations within broader social and decisional
networks. Based on this background, this chapter provides, through the analysis of
the direct experiences conducted by the pilot cities involved in the PoliVisu project,
an overview of the opportunities and challenges related to the impact of data in the
evolution of decision-making networks and ecosystems in the data shake era.
The last chapter, “Making Policies with Data: The Legacy of the PoliVisu Project”
by Freya Acar, Lieven Raes, Bart Rosseau, Matteo Satta discusses four questions
driving the entire project and the interpretation of the key findings: What are the new
roles data can play in the policy making process? What is the added value of data
for policy making? How can innovative visualizations contribute to improve the use
of data in policy making processes? To what extent can an increased adoption of
data affect the policy making process? How is the data shake affecting the involve-
ment of non-institutional actors in the policy making process? After discussing these
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questions, this last chapter explores some bottlenecks and key lessons learnt in the
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Part I
The Data Shake: Open Questions
and Challenges for Policy Making
Chapter 1
The Data Shake: An Opportunity
for Experiment-Driven Policy Making
Grazia Concilio and Paola Pucci
Abstract The wider availability of data and the growing technological advance-
ments in data collection, management, and analysis introduce unprecedented oppor-
tunities, as well as complexity in policy making. This condition questions the very
basis of the policy making process towards new interpretative models. Growing data
availability, in fact, increasingly affects thewaywe analyse urban problems andmake
decisions for cities: data are a promising resource for more effective decisions, as
well as for better interacting with the context where decisions are implemented. By
dealing with the operative implications in the use of a growing amount of available
data in policymaking processes, this contribution starts discussing the chance offered
by data in the design, implementation, and evaluation of a planning policy, with a
critical review of the evidence-based policy making approaches; then it introduces
the relevance of data in the policy design experiments and the conditions for its uses.
Keywords Policy experiments · Learning cycles · Evidence-based policy making ·
Policy cycle
1.1 Introduction
The wider availability of data and the growing technological advancements in data
collection, management, and analysis introduce unprecedented opportunities, as well
as complexity in policy making. This condition questions the very basis of the policy
making process towards new interpretative models.
Growing data availability, in fact, increasingly affects the way we analyse urban
problems and make decisions for cities: data are a promising resource for more
G. Concilio (B) · P. Pucci
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4 G. Concilio and P. Pucci
effective decisions, as well as for better interacting with the context where decisions
are implemented.
Such multiplicity of data and its different sources poses several challenges to
policy making. First, the availability of a large amount of data improves the accuracy
and completeness of the measurements to capture phenomena that were previously
difficult to investigate but, at the same time, increases the level of complexity in the
approaches finalized to process, integrate, and analyse this data (Einav and Levin
2013).
Second, processing data is not neutral and irrelevant for its usability in decision
making processes. The selection and interpretation of a large amount of unstructured
information, deriving from data, requires a human based approach finalized to find
what emerging correlations between data are significant or not. In doing so, tools
to examine data are crucial, considering that non-human agents develop potentially
partial ways of understanding the world around them (Mattern 2017) and that some
tools, such as algorithms, can act as technical counters to liberty (Greenfield 2017,
p. 257).
Third, the huge amount of real-time, automated, volunteered data pushes towards
an epistemological change in the methodological approaches of empirical sciences,
transforming how we observe and interpret urban phenomena, moving from a
“hypothetical-deductive method, driven by an incremental process of falsification
of previous hypotheses” to “an inductive analysis at a scale never before possible”
(Rabari and Storper 2015, p. 33). In addition to using data to test previous hypotheses,
new phenomena and correlations between them may emerge as the result of the
massive processing of data (Kitchin 2014), with repercussions in decision making
activities in a short-medium term planning perspective.
Finally, while data is a non-neutral tool for addressing planning issues, the actors
that produce, manage and own data, both public and private—with the latter typi-
cally being corporations active in fields outside traditional regulations—configure an
unprecedented geography of power, a more complex arena in which urban problems
are defined, discussed and finally addressed by new constellations of actors.
These different implications and conditions related to the larger availability of
data, from data production, management, and analytics, to its potential in decision
making processes for both private and public actors, find synthesis in the expression
of “data shake”.
By dealing with the operative implications in the use of a growing amount of
available data in policy making processes, this article discusses the chance offered
by data in the design, implementation, and evaluation of a planning policy, starting
from a critical review of the evidence-based policymaking approaches (Sect. 1.2), for
introducing the relevance of data in the policy design experiments (Sect. 1.3) and the
conditions for its uses. Acknowledging the impossibility of simply relying on data
for framing urban issues and possible solutions to them, and considering the potential
disruptions brought by data into the urban planning practices, this paper focuses on
policy processes where data is used, rather than simply focusing on technological
solutions fostered by data.
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1.2 Evidence-Based Policy Making: New Chances Coming
from the Data Shake
1.2.1 About Evidence-Based Policy Making
Evidence-based policymaking (EBPM) represents an effort started somedecades ago
to innovate and reform the policy processes for the sake ofmore reliable decisions; the
concept considers evidence as being a key reference for prioritizing adopted decision
criteria (Lomas and Brown 2009; Nutley et al. 2007; Pawson 2006; Sanderson 2006).
The key idea is to avoid, or at least reduce, policy failures rooted in the ideological
dimension of the policy process, by adopting a rationality having a solid scientific
basis. The fact that evidence should come from scientific experts and guide the
policy makers’ activities appeared and still appears a panacea to several scientists in
the policy making and analysis domain: this makes evidence based policy making a
sort of expectation against which policy makers, and political actors in general, can
be judged (Parkhurst 2017, p. 4).
The evidence-based policy movement, as Howlett (2009) defines it, is just one
effort among several others to be undertaken by governments to enhance the effi-
ciency and effectiveness of public policy making. In these efforts, it is expected that,
through a process of theoretically informed empirical analysis, governments can
better learn from experience, avoid errors, and reduce policy-related contestations.
Finding a clear definition of the concept is not easy. In the policy literature,
the meaning is considered sort of “self-explaining” (Marston and Watts 2003) and
is associated with empirical research findings. Many scholars refer the evidence-
based policy concept as evolving from the inspiring experience in medicine: here,
research findings are key references for clinical decisions, and evidence is devel-
oped according to the so-called “golden standard” of evidence gathering that is the
“randomized controlled trial” a comparative approach to assess treatments against
placebos (Trinder 2000). Following the large importance assumed in medicine and
healthcare, there was then an increase in research and policy activists pushing for
evidence-based approach in other domains of policy making more related to social
sciences and evidence produced by the social science research, covering a wider
range of governmental decision making processes (Parsons 2001).
Moreover, the spreading of the evidence-based concept in policy making corre-
sponds to the infiltration of instrumentalism in public administration practices
following the managerial reforms of the last decades: the key value assigned to effec-
tiveness and efficiency by managerialism represented a driving force for evidence-
based policies (Trinder 2000, p. 19), so emphasizing procedures, sometimes at the
expense of substance.
The key discussion is on what makes evidence such: the evidence-based approach
in policy making is strictly correlated to the procedure, empirical procedure, that
makes evidence reliable. The spreading of the concept made social sciences look
at their procedural and methodological approaches to collect evidence although
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Table 1.1 Key concerns raised about the emphasis on evidence in policy making
Key critics to EBPM References
(quoted by Howlett)
Evidence is only one factor involved in policy
making and is not necessarily able to overcome
other
Davies (2004); Radin and Boase (2000);
Young et al. (2002)
Data collection and analytical techniques
employed in its gathering and analysis by
specially trained policy technicians may not be
necessarily superior to the experiential judgments
of politicians and other key policy decision
makers
Jackson (2007); Majone (1989)
The kinds of “high-quality” and universally
acknowledged evidence essential to
“evidence-based policy making” often has no
analogue in many policy sectors, where
generating evidence using the “gold standard” of
random clinical trial methodologies may not be
possible
Innvaer et al. (2002); Pawson et al. (2005)
Government efforts in this area may have adverse
consequences both for themselves in terms of
requiring greater expenditures on analytical
activities at the expense of operational ones
Hammersley (2005); Laforest and Orsini
(2005)
Source Howlett (2009, p. 155)
the research categories of social science are missing deeply structured empirical
approaches.
“Evidence matters for public policy making” as Parkhurst (2017, p. 3) underlines
by presenting and discussing three examples,1 despite the concept collecting several
critics and concerns all together incriminating the supporters of the evidence-based
concept of being scarcely aware of the socio-political complexity of policy making
processes. Howlett (2009) has summarized such critics and concerns in four main
categories (Table 1.1).
Public policy issues have a prevailing contested, socio political nature that ampli-
fies the complexity of evidence creationprocesses: decisionprocesses in public policy
making is not a standard, not a rational decision exercise; it is more a “struggle over
ideas and values” (Russell et al. 2008, p. 40, quoted by Parkhurst 2017, p. 5), it is
related to visions of the future and principles, so hardly manageable through rational
approaches and science.2 In this respect, Parsons (2001) considers that, when values
are involved more than facts and evidence, policy processes are required which are
1Among them: the risk of SIDS (sudden infant death syndrome) for front slipper children (2005),
the research done by the oil company Exxon on the effects of fossil fuels on the environment (1970–
1980); the security risk posed by Iraqi regime in 2003, according to the US President George W.
Bush (p. 3).
2A widely discussed example in literature is related to policy making on abortion in different
countries: debates on abortion were more related to women rights against the rights of unborn as
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“more democratic and which can facilitate … deliberation and public learning”
(p. 104).
1.2.2 Evidence-Based Policy Making and the Data Shake:
The Chance for Learning
The increasing production of huge amounts of data, its growing availability to
different political subjects, and the wide exploration of the data potentials in decision
making for both private and public actors, are proceeding in parallel with the fast
advancements in technologies for data production, management and analytics. This
is what we call the data shake, and it is not only related to the larger and larger avail-
ability of data but also to the faster and faster availability of data-related technologies.
As a consequence, data-driven approaches are being applied to several diverse policy
sectors: from health to transport policy, from immigration to environmental policy,
from industrial to agricultural policy. This is shaking many domains and, as never
before, also the social science domain: the larger availability of data, in fact, and easy
to use data-related technologies, make data usable also by non-experts so widening
the complexity of social phenomena.
Nevertheless, although the data shake appears to have promising and positive
consequences in policy and policy making, existing literature underlines the role of
some consolidated critical factors affecting the chance for data to achieve such a
promising perspective. As highlighted by Androutsopoulou and Charalabidis (2018,
p. 576), one of the key factors is “the demand for broader and more constructive
knowledge sharing between public organisations and other societal stakeholders
(private sector organisations, social enterprises, civil society organisations, citi-
zens).” Policy issues “require negotiation and discourse amongmultiple stakeholders
with heterogeneous views, tools that allow easy data sharing and rapid knowledge
flows among organisations and individuals have the potential to manage knowledge
facilitating collaboration and convergence”. The response to such a demand implies
relevant expertise in organizations to adopt the “right” data, among the wide range
of available data sets, to analyse the data and to produce the effective evidence to
guarantee knowledge production and sharing.
Another key factor is related to the use of data when dealing with social prob-
lems: as again highlighted by Androutsopoulou and Charalabidis (2018), there is an
issue of proper use of data to develop a reliable description of the problem and the
formulation of effective policymeasures. Also in this case, the selection of the proper
data set or sets, the application of a data integration strategy, the design of analytical
tools or models able to be effective in representation without losing the richness of
information embedded in data, and the consequent formulation of effective policy
measure consistent with the problem description are not simple rational decisions
well as to what a good society should look like; none of this debate can be definitely be closed with
science or scientific evidence.
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and imply also the consideration of approaches to public debates to negotiate both
the vision and interpretation of the social problem and the solution to adopt.
The simple existence of more and different data and the related availability of
technical tools do not grant the solution of the issues identified by the opponents
to the evidence-based policy making concept. This last point explains why Cairney
(2017, pp. 7,8,9) concludes that attention is needed to the politics of evidence-based
policy making: scientific technology and methods to gather information “have only
increased our ability to reduce but not eradicate uncertainty about the details of a
problem. They do not remove ambiguity, which describes the ways in which people
understand problems in the first place, then seek information to help them understand
them further and seek to solve them. Nor do they reduce the need to meet important
principles in politics, such as to sell or justify policies to the public (to respond
to democratic elections) and address the fact that there are many venues of policy
makingatmultiple levels (partly to uphold aprincipled commitment, inmanypolitical
systems, to devolve or share power)”.
Better evidence, possibly available thanks to the data shake, may eventually prove
that a decision is needed on a specific issue, or prove the existence of the issue itself;
still it cannot yet clarify whether the issue is the first in priority to be considered
or show what the needed decision is: the uncertainty and unpredictability of socio-
political processes remain unsolved although better manageable.
Still, something relevant is available out there. Although the socio-political
complexity of policy making stays unchanged, the data shake is offering an unprece-
dented chance: the continuous production of data throughout the policy making
process (design, implementation, and evaluation) creates the chance to learn through
(not only for neither from) the policy making process. This opportunity is concrete
as never before. The wide diversity of data sources, their fast and targeted produc-
tion, the available technologies that produce easy to use analytics and visualizations
create the chance for a shift from learning for/from policy making into learning by
policy making so allowing the improvement of the substance and procedure at the
same time as a continuous process.
The learning opportunity is directly embedded in the policy making process as
the chance to shape social behaviours, responses, and achieve timely (perhaps even
real-time) effects (Dunleavy 2016) is out there. Learning by (doing in) policymaking
is possible and benefits from a new role of evidence: no longer (or not only) a way to
legitimate policy decisions, no longer (or not only) an expert guide to more effective
and necessary policy making rather a means for learning, for transforming policy
making into a collective learning process. This is possible as the data shake gives
value to the evidence used over time (Parkhurst 2017) so enabling its experimental
dimension.
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1.3 The Smart Revolution of Data-Driven Policy Making:
The Experimental Perspective
1.3.1 About Policy Experiments and Learning Cycles
In social science, a policy experiment is any “[…] policy intervention that offers inno-
vative responses to social needs, implemented on a small scale and in conditions that
enable their impact to be measured, prior to being repeated on a larger scale, if the
results prove convincing” (European Parliament and Council 2013, art.2 (6)). Policy
experiments form a useful policy tool to manage complex long-term policy issues by
creating the conditions for “ex-ante evaluation of policies” (Nair and Howlett 2015):
learning from policy experimentation is a promising way to approach “wicked prob-
lems” which are characterised by knowledge gaps and contested understandings of
future (McFadgen and Huitema 2017); experiments carried out in this perspective,
in fact, generate learning outcomes mainly made of relevant information for policy
and under dynamic conditions (McFadgen 2013).
The concept of policy experimentation is not new. An explanatory reconstruction
of the concept development has been carried out by van der Heijden (2014), who
quoted John Dewey (1991 [1927]) and Donald Campbell (1969, p. 409) as seminal
contributions to it. In particular: Dewey already considered that policies should “be
treated asworking hypotheses, not as programs to be rigidly adhered to and executed.
They will be experimental in the sense that they will be entertained subject to constant
and well-equipped observation of the consequences they entail when acted upon,
and subject to ready and flexible revision in the light of observed consequences”
(pp. 202–203); while Campbell considered experimental an approach in which new
programs are tried out, as they are conceived in a way that it is possible both to learn
whether they are effective and to imitate, modify, or discard them on the basis of
apparent effectiveness on the multiple imperfect criteria available (p. 409). van der
Heijden considers that Dewey and Campbell had in mind the idea of experimenting
with the content of policy programs (testing, piloting, or demonstrating a particular
policy design), rather than the process of policy design.
Still, as van der Heijden observes, silent remains as to the actual outcomes of such
experimentations, and this consideration makes the scope of his article that develops
two main conclusions:
• experimentation in environmental policy is likely to be successful if participation
comes at low financial risk and preferably with financial gain (see Baron and
Diermeier 2007; Croci 2005, quoted by van der Heijden);
• in achievingpolicyoutcomes, the content of the policy-design experimentsmatters
more than the process of experimentation.
Intercepting both policy contents and experimentation process, and focussing on
the governance design of policy making, McFadgen and Huitema (2017) identified
three types of experiments: the expert driven “technocratic” model, the participatory
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Fig. 1.1 Learning effects in
policy experimentation
(extracted from Table 1 in
McFagden and Huitema
2017, pp. 3–22)
“boundary” model, and the political “advocacy” model. These models differ in their
governance design and highlight how experiments produce learning; together with
what types of learning they activate.
In the technocratic model, experts work as consultants; they are asked to produce
evidence to support or refute a claim within the context of political disagreement. In
this model, policy makers are out of the experiment, but they supply in advance the
policy problem and the solution to be tested.
In the boundarymodel, experiments (workingonborders amongdifferent points of
view) have a double role: producing evidence but also debating norms and developing
a common understanding. In this kind of experiment, the involvement of different
actors is crucial for the experiment to be productive of knowledge and discussion at
different cognitive levels (practical, scientific, political).
In the advocacy model the experiment is aimed at reducing objections to a prede-
fined decision. These experiments are tactical and entirely governed by policymakers
who are obviously interested in involving other actors. This kind of experiment can
also be initiated by non-public actors, even with different scopes.
McFadgen and Huitema (2017) also highlight the different learning taking places
during the three different experimental models. They distinguish mainly three kinds
of learning (Fig. 1.1).
Taking into consideration the goals and the differences in participants of the three
experiment models, McFadgen and Huitema (2017) find that: technocratic experi-
ments mainly generate high levels of cognitive learning, little normative, and some
relational learning, which is mainly due to the disconnection between experiments
and the policy makers; boundary experiments are expected to produce relational and
normative learning while low levels of cognitive learning due to the large importance
assigned to debating and sharing; advocacy experiments cognitive and normative
learning are expected to be activated but little relational learning and this is due to
the intentional selection of participants.
Learning in policy experiments is crucial and is mainly related to the oppor-
tunity embedded in learning to become appropriation of the knowledge devel-
oped throughout the experiment. Consequently, the rationale behind an experi-
mental approach to policy making is to boost public policy makers’ ownership and
commitment, thus possibly increasing the chances that successful experiments are
streamlined into public policy.
The experimental dimension, especially in the boundary and the advocacymodels,
is crucial in policy design and policy implementation. It makes the policy evaluation
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scope transversal to the other steps of the policy cycle—described by Verstraete et al.
(2021)—as well as supportive of the other steps. It transforms policy making into an
experimental process as it introduces co-design and co-experience paving the way
for embedding new points of view and new values in the context of the policy. Design
and implementation, in this perspective, become reciprocal and integrated (Concilio
and Celino 2012; Concilio and Rizzo 2012) and:
• learning is enhanced and extended to participants by designing “with”, not merely
“for”;
• exchange and sharing of experiences are more effective than information transfer
and sharing;
• involved actors become the owners of the socio-technical solutions together with
technological actors and decision makers;
• changes in behaviours (the main goal of any policy making) are activated
throughout the experiments.
Based on this, different levels of integration are possible and, among them, the
most advanced is the so-called triple-loop learning flow in policy experimentations
(Yuthas et al. 2004; see also Deliverable 3.1 by the Polivisu Project3).
1.3.2 Policy Cycle Model Under Experimental Dimension
As introduced in the previous section, the experimentations and the reflection on the
operative implications in the use of data in urban management and decision making
processes are at the base of a consistent production of critical ex-post evaluations on
the potentials and limits of data-informed policy making produced in the last years
(e.g. Poel et al. 2015; Lim et al. 2018).
The process of policy creation has been left in the background by the focus on the
content, rather than the process of policy design and, in some cases, without a proper
reflection about the selection, processing, and use of data to identify individual or
collective human needs and formulate solutions that “can be not arrived at algorith-
mically” (…); and which cannot be “encoded in public policy, without distortion”
(Greenfield 2017, p. 56).
Actually, it is well accepted that a policy process is not a linear and determin-
istic process; it is a set of decisions and activities that are linked to the solution
of a collective problem where the “connection of intentionally consistent decisions
and activities taken from different public actors, and sometimes private ones (are
addressed) to solve in a targeted way a problem” (Knoepfel et al. 2011, p. 29).
In this process, data offer support for strategic activities by aggregating infor-
mation on a time series that support and validate prediction models for long-term
planning; for tactical decisions, conceived as the evidence-informed actions that are
needed to implement strategic decisions and, finally, for operational decisions, giving
3https://www.polivisu.eu/public-deliverables.
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support to day-to-day decision making activities in a short-term planning perspective
(Semanjski et al. 2016).
From a policy perspective, strategic, tactical, and operational decisions use, and
are supported by, data in different ways along the stages of a policy making process.
In the design, in the implementation, and in the evaluation of a policy, data provides
insights in allowing the possibility to discover trends and to eventually analyze their
developing explanation; in fostering public engagement and civic participation; in
dynamic resourcemanagement; and, finally, in sustaining the development of “robust
approaches for urban planning, service delivery, policy evaluation and reform and
also for the infrastructure and urban design decisions” (Thakuriah et al. 2017, p. 23).
Among them, an approach inwhich datamay support a policymaking process dealing
with a different time frame and multi-actor perspectives can be based on the policy
cycle model, which means conceiving policy as a process composed of different
steps (Marsden and Reardon 2017) to which data contributes differently.
The policy cycle, here not be interpreted as a rigorous, formalistic guide to the
policy process, but as an idealized process, as a “means of thinking about the sectoral
realities of public policy processes”, has the potential to capture the potential of data
shake if used in a descriptive way more than in normative one.
This policymodel can be conceptualized as a data-assisted policy experimentation
cycle, consisting of interrelated cyclical stages: the stages are strongly interdepen-
dent, integrated, and overlapping due to the broad availability of data at the core of
policy making’s experimental dimension.
In doing so, the policy cycle model can represent a “bridge”, a sort of “boundary
object” (Star and Griesemer 1989) in which different operational and disciplinary
dimensions (planning, data analytics, data mining) can interact and cross-fertilize
each other since it offers an organized structure, in which data provides a viable base
for acting in each stage.
Based on this, themajor weaknesses recognized in the policy cyclemodel, consid-
ered too simplistic in practice, giving a false impression of linearity and discrediting
its assumption of policy as sequential in nature4 (Dorey 2005; Hill 2009; Howlett and
Ramesh 2003; Ryan 1996) may be overpass thanks to the experimental perspective,
able to foster a less linear interpretation of policy cycle, transformed in a continuous
process in which overlap among policy stages.
4Among the critical arguments: the inability of thismodel to explainwhat causes policies to advance
from one stage to another, the predetermined manner in with each stage in the cycle occurring in a
precise, far from actual fact (Howlett and Ramesh 2003), because policy needs to be designed and
continuously revised to take into account external conditions and adapt to their eventual change.
Their effects are often indirect, diffuse, and take time to appear; policy making depends on politics,
people, socio-economic factors, and other previous and ongoing policies.
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Fig. 1.2 Decision/reasoning along diverse timeframes
1.3.3 The Time Perspective in the Experimental Dimension
of Policy Making5
Decisions for and about cities are made at different urban scales, refer to different
strategic levels and have different time perspectives, with reciprocal interdependen-
cies that are changing due to data availability. Here we mainly focus on the interplay
between the different steps of decisions in policy making (those introducing the
long-time perspective) and those necessary for the daily management of the city
(connected to the shortest, real-time perspective), an intersection at which data can
play a key role (Fig. 1.2).
Short-term management is embedded in the smart sphere of decisions impacting
cities: here decisions are less analytic and more routine. Routines may depend on
data-driven learning mechanisms (also using data series) supporting smart systems
to recognize situations and apply solutions and decisions that have already been
proven to work. The decision has a temporary value related to the specific conditions
detected in a precise moment by the smart system.
Opposite to real-time decisions, policy making works in a long-time perspective.
Anticipatory is the prevailing mode for reasoning in this case data-driven models are
often adopted as supporting means to deal with the impacts of the policy measures,
representing thus a relevant source for exploring decision options mainly having
a strategic nature (since they consider recurring issues and aim at more systemic
changes).
Between short-term and long-term decisions a variety of situations is possible,
which may be considered as characterized by decisions having a reversible nature:
they are neither strategic in value (like those oriented to a long term perspective
for systemic changes), nor aiming at dealing with temporary, contingency situa-
tions asking decisions which are known as having the same (short) duration of the
phenomenon to be managed. For such decisions, the reasoning is not (fully) anticipa-
tory and its temporariness allows reflection as embedded in action. Within the three
5This paragraph is belonging to a recent publication: Concilio G, Pucci P, Vecchio G, Lanza G
(2019) Big data and policy making: between real timemanagement and the experimental dimension
of policies. In: Misra S. et al. (eds) Computational science and its applications—ICCSA 2019.
Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol 11620, Springer, Cham, pp 191–202.
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different timeframes, actions are different in nature and show different use and role
of data:
• in the short term, the action (the smart action) is mainly reactive; real time data
are used as reference info to interpret situations;
• in the medium term, the action is mainly adaptive; data series, including current
data, are used to detect impacts of the action itself and to improve it along time;
• in the long term, the action has a planning nature; data series become crucial to
detect problems and to develop scenarios for long lasting changes.
The interdependency between policy design, implementation and evaluation is
strictly related to two factors, especially when considering the role (big) data can
play. Design and implementation can be clearly and sequentially distinguished when
a systematic, impact-oriented analysis is possible at the stage of design as it allows
a clear costs and benefits assessment of different action opportunities (Mintzberg
1973).
Comprehensive analyses have the value to drive long range, strategic actions,
and consequently show a clear dependency and distinction of the implementation
from the design cycle. At the same time, the bigger is the uncertainty (not only
related to the possible lack of data, rather also consequent to the high complexity
of the problem/phenomenon to be handled), the smaller is the chance to carry out a
comprehensive analysis.
Therefore, goals and objectives cannot be defined clearly and the policy making
shifts from planning towards an adaptive mode. Inevitably, this shift reduces the
distance between design and implementation, transforming policy design into amore
experimental activity that uses learning from implementation into food for design
within adaptive dynamics (Fig. 1.3).
Coherently with the discussion on the time frame perspective adopted, it may
be clear that a merge between policy design and implementation is consistent with
Fig. 1.3 Real time management vs policy making
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the situation described in the medium term: within an adaptive mode for decisions,
policy making can clearly become experimental.
1.4 Conclusions: Beyond the Evidence-Based Model
Evidence based policy making is surely the key conceptual reference when trying
to grasp the potentials that the growing availability of data and related technologies
offer to policy making. As it is clear from the previous paragraphs, the concept has
been widely discussed in the literature and can be considered the key antecedent of
experiment-driven policy making.
Experimentsmay refer to both the policy strategies andmeasures. They can reduce
the risk of trial-errors approacheswhile considering the learning in action opportunity
to improve, adapt, adjust the policy while making it in order to increase its capacity
to affect the context in an evolving manner.
Differently from Mintzberg’s considerations (1973), the merge between policy
design and implementation does not represent a sort of inevitable, but not preferred
option when a comprehensive analysis is not possible. In the era of data availability,
this merge can be looked at as an opportunity to create policies while verifying the
policies themselves throughout their interactions with the contexts.
The growing availability of diverse and rich data sets represents an opportunity for
evidence to be transformed into a more valuable resource then what it was intended
to be by the evidence-based policy making supporters: not only, or not necessarily, a
means to support the scientific rationality of the decision making process, rather the
drivers to reflection and learning through action.
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Chapter 2
Data Ownership and Open Data: The
Potential for Data-Driven Policy Making
Nils Walravens, Pieter Ballon, Mathias Van Compernolle, and Koen Borghys
Abstract As part of the rhetoric surrounding the Smart City concept, cities are
increasingly facing challenges related to data (management, governance, processing,
storage, publishing etc.). The growing power acquired by the data market and the
great relevance assigned to data ownership rather than to data-exploitation knowhow
is affecting the development of a data culture and is slowing down the embedding
of data-related expertise inside public administrations. Concurrently, policies call
for more open data to foster service innovation and government transparency. What
are the consequences of these phenomena when imagining the potential for policy
making consequent to the growing data quantity and availability? Which strategic
challenges and decisions do public authorities face in this regard? What are valuable
approaches to arm public administrations in this “war on data”? The Smart Flanders
program was initiated by the Flemish Government (Belgium) in 2017 to research
and support cities with defining and implementing a common open data policy.
As part of the program, a “maturity check” was performed, evaluating the cities
on several quantitative and qualitative parameters. This exercise laid to bare some
challenges in the field of open data and led to a checklist that cities can employ to
begin tackling them, as well as a set of model clauses to be used in the procurement
of new technologies.
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2.1 Introduction and Context
2.1.1 From Smart City to Data City
For over a decade, city governments have been exploring what it can mean to be a
“smart city”. Considering the centrality of the contemporary urban concept occurring
in various discourses on urbanism - from media studies, urban studies, geography,
to architecture, and elsewhere - the ongoing role and application of associated ICT
within future urbanisation seems inevitable. Turning the promises of the Smart City
into practice, however, remains a challenge for cities today. Most agree that tech-
nology has some role to play in supporting or implementing policy, but how that role
should be filled remains unclear and is often the result of trial and error. It is clear
that Smart cities are partly digital, becoming places where information technology
is combined with infrastructure, architecture, everyday objects, and even our bodies
to address social, economic, and environmental problems (Townsend 2013). The
rationale being that, to create a ‘better’ city, it should be turned into an ‘intelligent
machine’ to both understand and manage complexities of urban life. Connectivity is
thus a core feature, as are huge amounts of data collected, generated, and analysed.
The Smart City concept has also been criticized, inter alia for its self-
congratulatory tendency, the commercial interests at play, as well as its push of
ICT and the potential consequences towards reinforcing a digital divide (Graham
2002; Hollands 2008). Handing over too much control over the public domain to
private companies raises concerns regarding democracy and the commodification of
the public space (Greenfield 2013; Peck and Tickell 2002; Townsend 2013). Both
are a far cry from what would be labelled as “smart”. The concept remains fuzzy,
meaning different things to different people, from concerns about freedom/privacy
to enthusiasm about efficiency, sustainability, economic growth, participation and
generally a better world through technology (cf. Komninos and Mora 2018; Mattern
2017).
At the same time, city governments are exploring how the concept can actually
contribute to their daily practices and which role technology can play in providing
better or “smarter” services to citizens. Even the staunchest critics of the Smart City
concept agree that data increasingly has a role to play in policy making (Hollands
2008). Some scholars, therefore, speak ofDataCities rather thanSmart Cities (Powell
2014). While this of course has always been the case to greater or lesser extent, the
sheer amount of data that is becoming available today, as well as the combination of
data from different sources and domains, can provide new types of tools and insights
to policy makers. This can be data that comes from Internet of Things solutions
(e.g. sensors in public parking garages), structured information in internal reporting
systems, detailed data on the public domain (e.g. from satellite imaging) and so on.
In order to fully unlock the potential of this data however, it needs to be more
easily available and accessible than today. This is where open data comes in. The idea
is that governments currently own (but do not use) a wealth of information related
to divergent aspects of life in the city, but that this data is neither publicly available,
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nor easily interpretable. This has sparked a movement to encourage the opening of
datasets in a structured and machine-readable way, under the “open data” moniker,
which has gained significant traction across local and national governments. The
Open Knowledge Foundation is one of the strong proponents of open data and has
come upwith what has become the generally accepted definition of open data: “Open
means anyone can freely access, use, modify and share for any purpose (subject, at
most, to requirements that preserve provenance and openness)” (OKFN 2015). This
means that open data can be used for any goal at no cost, with the only (potential)
exceptions being that reusers mention the source of the data or do not in any way
prevent the data from being shared further on.
The idea here is clear: public organizations open up all kinds of data related to
their operations, with the goal of having external developers create new services and
applications (“apps”) based on this data. In principle, this can mean a cost reduction
for the public organizations that open data, as they do not need to build and maintain
their own services and apps, an activity that is generally accepted as being highly
cost intensive (Walravens 2015).
In practice however, a number of challenges remain and “merely” opening up
data has not always proven equally successful (see e.g. Peled 2011; Lee et al. 2014).
Opening up data already entails significant challenges to governments and public
organizations before any data “leaves” the organization (e.g. setting up internal
processes to safeguard internal data hygiene and quality control or implementing
new or updating existing database systems). Relevant data can also be distributed
over different government organizations or levels of governance, and somedata appli-
cable to the public may be under the control of private players that are less inclined
to open it. After data are made available, the role of government is not necessarily
played out. Ensuring that data is actually reused, and relevant applications are built,
should also be considered a concern for these public organizations and open data
policy makers.
In order to tackle some of these challenges, the Smart Flanders program1 was initi-
ated by the Flemish Government (Belgium) in early 2017. Smart Flanders is coor-
dinated by IMEC, the largest non-profit technology research institute in Belgium,
by an interdisciplinary team of researchers from communication sciences, organiza-
tional science, and computer science. The goal of the 3-year program is to support
the thirteen so-called center cities in Flanders (by and large the biggest cities) and a
representation of the Flemish Community in the Brussels Region (referred to as the
13 + 1), with defining and implementing a common open data policy. The program
is followed up by a steering group consisting of representatives of the cities, the
cabinets of the Flemish ministers for Urban Policy and for Innovation, the Flemish
agencies responsible for Interior Policy and Information, the Knowledge Centre
Flemish Cities, the Organization of Flemish Cities and Towns, and IMEC.
To achieve the goal of defining and implementing a joint open data policy, these
cities needed to find common ground and collaborate inways and on themes thatwere
quite new to them. This paper will present some of the most significant challenges
1https://smart.flanders.be (Dutch only at the time of writing).
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at play when it comes to open data in a city context today. It will summarize these
points of attention in an Open Data Checklist that cities may reuse to assess their
“open data readiness”.
2.1.2 Exploring the Cities’ Points of View
In order to establish a state of the art around the topic of data/smart cities, a thorough,
written, open questions survey was conducted with the cities. This survey asked the
participating cities how they looked at the Smart City concept, whether and how
they currently organize around it, how they spend resources on Smart City projects
and how they think about technology and data. The survey also aimed to document
whether any smart city policies were already in place and what these may entail.
This initial written survey was then complemented by a round of in-depth expert
interviews with representatives of the 13+ 1 cities. These semi-structured interviews
allowedusmore insight into themotivations, concerns and challenges raised by trying
to establish a smart city strategy. Fourteen interview sessionswere held betweenApril
and October of 2017, with multiple representatives of the cities present. The profiles
that participated in the interviews range frompoliticians, civil servants responsible for
datamanagement, ICT, geographical information, local economy,mobility and so on.
Representatives from the following cities were interviewed: Aalst; Antwerp; Bruges;
Genk; Ghent; Hasselt; Kortrijk; Leuven;Mechelen; Ostend; Roeselare; Sint-Niklaas;
Turnhout and theFlemishCommunityCommission inBrussels. The interviews lasted
between two and four hours and were transcribed for analysis. The data gathered in
2017 (Van Compernolle et al. 2018) is currently being updated during a new round of
interviews taking place in Summer 2019. Where possible, we will complement the
analysis with this new material. Later publications will focus on these new results
and the evolutions we can derive from them over a two-year period.
Based on the insights coming from both this quantitative and qualitative data, a
number of critical aspects were identified that cities can actively work on, with the
goal of making a smart city and open data strategy more concrete. It became clear
that many general challenges remain when it comes to implementing sound open
data policies. These challenges came to the foreground during the Smart Flanders
steering group meetings and were shared via the website2 to generate wider debate
(in Dutch). The following section will present and discuss these challenges.
2https://smart.flanders.be.
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2.2 Challenges and Questions Related to (Open) Data
Policies
The data shake is affecting the policy making domain by giving rise to different
challenges in the wider landscape of data policy. Key ones are:
• Data “hygiene”: In some cases, digitization still is a significant challenge, but how
can we generate awareness to the level of key individual public servants that work
with data? How do we change working with data into an operational process that
leads to good open data?
• IoT and open data: In the hype surrounding the Smart City concept a lot is made
of the data generated by sensors and other IoT devices, but how do we publish
data from these sensors in a proper way, dealing with the real-time aspect, the
sheer volume of the data, archiving of data and so on?
• Centralization vs decentralization: As a principle, open data lends itself quite well
to decentralized publishing and the technical solutions are available, but how do
we turn these into processes that work? This requires agreement on the roles of
different levels of government.
• Government and the market: where does the role of government end? When do
private actors come into play? This is particularly relevant in the field of open
data as well.
2.2.1 Data Hygiene in the Organization
The first challenges for most of the cities that were interviewed still relate to the
digitization of internal processes and services towards citizens. This also entails
having processes and procedures in place when it comes to working with data in the
organization. It may seem counterintuitive but open data can actually offer significant
short-term efficiency gains in this regard. By reusing data from other organizations
or departments within the city, public workers can avoid wasting time looking for the
most recent or complete information. This does however require that everyone in the
organization that needs to work with data is aware of the importance of doing this in
a structured, traceable, and repeatable way. That also means a data management plan
at the level of the whole organization becomes an important tool to manage these
processes. Very often, this is not or only partially present in the interviewed cities.
It is however recognized as being of key importance and is under development in
almost all cases. Keeping data hygiene within the organization under control and at a
high level is a first long-term challenge and requirement to implement a sustainable
open data policy.
Cities also recognize that interoperability will increasingly be of great importance
in this context. Making clear agreements on the ownership, use and publishing of
data will only grow in importance, but it requires an investment on the part of the
organization to ensure sufficient technical expertise and to make the right decisions
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in this complex area. Interoperability and the concept that data and applications
can be seen as separate from each other should prevent data becoming “locked up”
in applications provided by third-party vendors. Avoiding so-called vendor lock-in
means that the relationship between a local government and its service suppliers can
evolve from a typical client-supplier relationship into a partnership in which data are
easier to move from one system to another when this is needed or desirable.
2.2.2 IoT and Open Data
The Internet of Things (IoT) is oftenmentioned in one breathwith SmartCity services
and can mean an extra complicating factor when viewed from the perspective of the
data these systems generate. The concept links to the idea that we can understand
reality better by measuring as much as possible and by equipping the public space
with all kinds of sensors that collect different types of data, policy can be informed
by more evidence than ever before. Policy could be tailored to what is observed in
the public space, even in real-time.
However, the idea of data-driven policymaking comes with a number of complex-
ities on different levels. Divergent actors need to collaborate in new ways and in new
fields. One real life example from Flanders is using ANPR cameras to enforce a low
emission zone in a city in which certain types of polluting vehicles are not allowed
or need to pay a fine when they enter the zone. The sensors in this case are the smart
cameras that can detect license plates and determine whether a car can enter the
low emission zone or if a fine needs to be sent. To enable this, an elaborate collab-
oration between different actors needed to be realized, as data needs to be shared
between different government organizations, police databases, companies deploying
the infrastructure (the cameras in this case) and related software platforms, citizens
who need to be informed about which types of cars can enter in the zone during
which period and so on.
Next to the often-complex forms of collaboration or partnership between diverse
actors, processing all the data generated by IoT solutions is another significant chal-
lenge. Clearly, when more sensors are deployed in the city, the amount of data these
systems generate increases dramatically. All this data needs to be processed, a task
often given to the third-party vendor supplying the solution, but what remains often
unclear today is if and how the collected data should be archived. Historical anal-
yses can yield very interesting insights to inform public policy or even allow for
predictive analytics, but how long should these large datasets be stored? After which
time period should data be erased, especially if personal information is included?
Who is responsible for storing and providing access to the data? Who pays for these
services? It is important to consider these questions when procuring IoT solutions
from third parties and including these arrangements in contracts and agreements.
Very often, this is not the case today.
Finally, and to the core of this contribution, a significant challenge related to IoT
data is how to publish this data for reuse in a sustainable and cost-effective way. In
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the spirit of open data, providing potential reusers with real-time information coming
from IoT solutions has the potential to generate all kinds of innovative services and
applications (e.g. in the domains of mobility, air quality crowdedness and so on).
This means however, that infrastructure needs to be made available to allow for a
swift processing, publishing, and archiving of said data. Some solutions are available
today, but they are often tied to a single vendor or solution. Furthermore, with the
speed at which more IoT data is becoming available, this challenge will quickly
become more prevalent and need to be addressed sooner rather than later.
2.2.3 Centralization vs Decentralization
Another pertinent challenge or question in the field of open data relates to thewaydata
are published and which actor takes up which role. The question should be framed
in a broader debate on centralizing data versus decentralizing them. What remains
crucial is that data are easy to find and use for potential reusers. The success of any
open data policy will depend on this. Hence, it is important that a local government
communicates about the data it makes available, but also that the data can be easily
found by anyone looking for it (e.g. also from abroad). When data is published in a
decentralized way, for example on the website of the municipality, it is important to
describe the data according to standardized principles. By applying standards (like
DCAT for example) to describe data, information about that data can automatically
be picked up by regional, national and international open data portals, making them
easily retrievable by anyone looking to reuse them (including commercial data portals
such as Google Dataset Search for example).
Publishing data in a completely decentralized way is technically possible but
entails a number of organizational challenges. Clear agreements need to be made
about the standards used, the ways in which they are applied and the processes that
need to be put in place to ensure data is published in the proper way, for example
on a municipality’s website. This requires a significant investment by local govern-
ments and since open data is rarely a priority, this remains a challenge. Addition-
ally, the resources and skills required are not always present, particularly in smaller
organizations. For them, amore centralized approachwill prove farmore sustainable.
The question then becomeswho should take up the role of supporting smaller local
governments with this challenge. In Belgium, because of its complex and federated
structure, the regional Flemish government, provincial government, or intercom-
munal organizations could take up this role. Larger cities could take up some of
the investment to support the smaller municipalities in their region. And new forms
of collaboration between local governments are also coming to the foreground in
different regions (e.g. around Brussels). Today, none of these actors are clearly posi-
tioned to take up such a role, but it is becoming increasingly clear (and urgent) that
more collaboration in this area is needed to set up more sustainable data (sharing)
policies.
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The first question related to the core competences of government is then; who does
what and who has a clear mandate to enforce certain policies if necessary? Today,
this situation is fragmented and unclear in Flanders and by extent, Belgium. A broad
governance of the Flemish public data landscape should be developed and formalized
as soon as possible in order to avoid further fragmentation and an inefficient use of
public resources.
2.2.4 Government and the Market
Next to the question of which level of government should take up which role, a
second important question related to the core competences of government can be
identified: which tasks should be for government and which should be taken up by
private players? This is a political decision and choice for the most part and hence
will evolve depending on dominant views at the time. As such, it is something of a
moving target. This however does not mean this question should not be in the back
of the minds of policy makers, as a choice for “more” or “less” government can have
consequences for the quality of service provision to citizens.
A key challenge in this area of balancing public and private interest in the context
of open data relates to stimulating reuse of open data: should it be a task of the govern-
ment to ensure that data are actually reused? Most cities agree the local government
has a role to play here, by (1) serving as the authentic source for published opened up
data (2) ensuring data can be easily found and the threshold for reuse is kept as low as
possible and (3) that local government engages in a dialogue with potential reusers
so that the data that are published are relevant and of value for reuse. Since data are
also made available for commercial reuse, it is not possible to exclude companies
from this dialogue. A challenge then becomes how to avoid giving any company a
competitive advantage (e.g. by giving them insight into available data or a roadmap
for publishing certain datasets). Transparency on both the process and result of a
dialogue are crucial here.
Another challenge is the relationship between government and third-party
vendors: what are the options as a public organization in enforcing certain behaviour
from its suppliers? A number of basic demands can be included in the contracts
between the two, are e.g. penalty clauses also foreseen? What is the recourse when
the systems of two vendors turn out not to be compatible even though this was
ensured during the contracting phase and both suppliers point to each other? Often,
local governments do not have the resources to engage in complicated lawsuits. There
is no simple answer to these challenges, but the dialogue and transparent approach
referred to in the previous paragraph can be part of the answer. Additionally, tradi-
tional procurement could be abandoned in some cases where innovative procurement
allows for more flexibility on the part of the procuring organization.
A public organization is expected to serve the public interest. When working with
and on data, this role becomes evenmore important, but also far more complex.More
than ever, local governments should inform themselves on good practices in this field
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and clearly position themselves towards third-party vendors that promise the single
solution to all of their challenges. By starting from a stronger base of information as
well as some shared principles, local governments can evolve away from a traditional
client-supplier relationship towards a partnershipwithmarket players.When it comes
to open data, the role of government here is to strive for a maximal and broad reuse
of data, through a transparent process and dialogue.
2.2.5 Open Data Checklist
The survey and interviewswith the 13 cities have led to a number of insights related to
publishing open data, some of which were outlined in the previous section. To make
these insights accessible for reuse by other (local) governments, they are presented
as a checklist in what follows. Government organizations that are exploring open
data initiatives can use this checklist to ensure to cover some of the most significant
challenges related to publishing open data in a sustainableway. The checklist consists
of 6 main categories:
• Problem (re)definition





In Table 2.1, wewill very briefly list points of attention in each of these categories.
2.3 Data and Procurement
As hinted at a few times throughout this text, a key tool (local) governments
have in this complex context is procurement and the relationship with technology
suppliers. During the Smart Flanders programme, it was found that too few, unclear
or very different provisions concerning data are included in contracts and agreements
with suppliers. In view of the increasing importance of data in the urban context,
however, it is extremely important for local authorities to pay attention to agreements
concerning data that may be published as open data when awarding public contracts
and concessions and when renegotiating existing agreements.
In order to meet this need, a document with model clauses has been drawn up
in the context of Smart Flanders. Local authorities can use this when renegotiating
existing concessions and public contracts or defining data sharing provisions for new
public contracts or concessions with contractors and other third parties. These model
clauses are based on the principles of the Open Data Charter, which was also drawn
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Table 2.1 Open data checklist
Problem (re)definition
Frame context and cause Do not just open data to open data but start from a
clear and concrete policy challenge
Define problem and goals Make the policy goal more concrete by establishing
measurable kpis. Open data will never completely
solve a problem but can be instrumental in speeding
the process along
Do “reuser research” Understand the needs and pains of potential reusers
by engaging in a transparent dialogue
Redefine the problem Evaluate the initially identified problem and do not
hesitate to rescope or redefine it if necessary
Create an overview of the data Understand which data are available within the
public organization and who is responsible for them
Capacity and resources
Build data infrastructure Publishing data means the basic data infrastructure
needs to function well first. For smaller
municipalities this cost can potentially be shared
through intergovernmental collaboration
Develop expertise Working with (open) data requires skills that are
today not always present within public
administrations. Training and knowledge building in
this area is important
Provide sufficient resources Open data requires an initial investment and a
translation into processes within the organization.
This requires sufficient means and personnel
Organizational data culture
Apply shared principles Whenever possible strive for using shared
frameworks so that all partners understand
terminology in the same way
Stimulate “believers” Identify public workers in the administration that see
the potential of open data and actively involve them
in implementing a policy
Be open for feedback Reusers of your data will provide you with feedback
on data quality, availability and so on. The
organization needs to be prepared to tackle
constructive feedback
Governance
Guard standards and data quality A good internal data hygiene requires the use of
standards to allow for easier and automated sharing,
linking and exchanging of data
Set roles and responsibility Clearly defining who does what within and outside of
the public organization is key in ensuring efficient
use of resources. This is perhaps the most important
challenge facing local governments today
(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
Problem (re)definition
Strive towards an agile and flexible
organization
Working with data and technology requires flexible
processes to allow for corrections when needed
Develop structured evaluation Foresee quantitative and/or qualitative kpis to
evaluate both process and outcome. This means
including a baseline measurement as well
Partnerships
Approach data owners Explore new partnerships with owners or relevant
data to support policy challenges
Involve domain experts Include the domain expertise present in the public
organization to ensure data is described and applied
in correct ways
Involve organizations with similar goals Use the knowledge and expertise of like-minded
organizations, whether they be other local
governments, departments within other levels of
government, civil society, companies, research
centers and so on
Procurement When procuring new solutions or renegotiating
contracts with third-party vendors, include clauses
related to data ownership, processing, storage and
open data
Risks
Privacy Develop privacy-by-design solutions and
applications and include privacy impact assessments
when publishing data. Open data per definition does
not include personal data, however scenarios could
be envisaged where the combination of open data
results in the identification of individuals. An a priori
privacy impact assessment can identify this
Security and data management As local governments start processing more data,
security becomes increasingly important as well. A
data management plan can support this but may
require external capacity and support
Digital exclusion Open data initiatives should never lead to an
exclusion of those who do not have the skills or
access to public services
Data quality and policy decisions Evidence-based policy can only be as good as the
data that support it. Data quality and verification are
thus of high importance, also when opening up. A
guiding principle here can be that if data are
considered of sufficient quality to be used internally
for policy development, they should be of sufficient
quality to open up
(continued)
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Table 2.1 (continued)
Problem (re)definition
“Open washing” This risk refers to a situation in which public
organizations claim to open up, but only do so to
comply with regulations. This is not a sustainable
situation and waste of resources. Starting from a
concrete case or project can avoid this
up during the Smart Flanders programme. The Open Data Charter contains twenty
general principles that together form the ambition of the 13 centre cities of Flanders.
The Charter was also adopted by the government of Flanders and is available online.
The purpose of the model clauses is, among other things, to give the city organ-
isation direct access to data and to regulate the responsibilities with regard to the
publication of these data for re-use. In addition, a more uniform approach to data in
tendering is provided. The main target audience of the document is local contracting
authorities, but it can also be used by other contracting public authorities. The docu-
ment has been conceived as a sort of guide, first briefly explaining what (open) data
and linked open data are, and why it is important to consider them during procure-
ment. It also follows the structure of a typical specification document, referring to
selection criteria, award criteria and technical criteria. This distinction is of course
critical when drawing up procurement specifications and authorities can decide to
what extent they want to use the model clauses in one of these categories, depending
on the solution that is being procured.
2.3.1 Examples of Model Clauses
By way of example and with the goal of inspiring others to take up similar initiatives
in their localities, some of the model clauses are included below. It should be noted
however that these are merely translated from Dutch, in accordance with existing
legislation applicable within Flanders, and should be checked for conformity to local
applicable law.
The contracting authority starts with the delineation of open data:
“To make public and private information services possible, (static and dynamic) open data
are essential, and this in all areas of policy making. The contracting authority therefore
endorses the principle that all datasets, data and content that anyone is free to use, adapt
and share for any purpose are referred to as open data, with the exception of those data and
datasets of which the confidentiality is protected by law or may logically be expected, such
as personal data, data compromising public order and security (hereinafter “Open Data”)”.
Subsequently, the contracting authoritymust indicatewhich datamust be collected
and consequently possibly published as open data:
“The contracting authority entrusts the contractor with the collection of the following data
(hereinafter the “Collected Data”):
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– [to be completed by the contracting authority];
– …”
The “Collected Data” that the contracting authority expects to be collected by the
contractor (and of which the contracting authority becomes the owner) should be
described and listed in as much detail as possible. After all, the contracting authority
should only have the data that is relevant to it, be collected by the contractor.
In order to ensure that the data are eligible for re-use, it is important that clear
agreements are made about the ownership of the data:
“The procuring authority owns theCollectedData. TheContractingAuthority has the right to
copy, distribute, present, reproduce, publish and reuse the Collected Data. The Contracting
Authority must have immediate access to and be able to make full use of the raw Data
collected by the Contractor, both during and after the term of the Contract. This also applies
to historical data. The Contractor may still use the Collected Data itself for the purposes
for which it deems it necessary.”
Finally, for the purpose of this paper, data quality can be an important factor
as well. The model clauses give the contracting authority the possibility to impose
quality requirements on the contractors with regard to the Collected Data.
“At the request of the contracting authority, the contractor shall make available
to the contracting authority a provisional version of the datasets, as well as the URLs
referring to the opened datasets;
– During the performance of the contract, the contracting authority may have the
‘Collected Data’ verified by an external party designated by the contracting
authority;
– If the contracting authority makes use of the review described in the previous
paragraph, the contractor has the opportunity to follow up on any comments;
– The final result will be inspected after the Contractor indicates to the Contracting
Authority that the final result has been achieved.
– During this inspection, the leading official or his authorised representative checks
the quality of the Collected Data by means of a general, technical and content-
related quality check. During this inspection, the conformity of the format and
the semantic aspects of the standard as well as the conformity with the technical
specifications, such as the completeness, correctness, positional accuracy and
timeliness of the Collected Data are checked.
– The Contractor is obliged to comply with the remarks made to him by the leading
official or his authorised representative”.
If the result of the inspection shows that there are defects in the way in which the
CollectedDatawere published, the contracting authority can opt to have these defects
rectified by the Contractor, if it considers this to be appropriate. If the contractor fails
to take remedialmeasures, the contracting authoritymay take an ex officiomeasure at
the contractor’s expense and risk. In addition, the contracting authority may include
special penalties in the contract documents, which may be imposed if the contractor
fails to take remedial measures.
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Again, these examples only serve as an inspiration and should be adapted to the
local context. The guide continues with a set of technical model clauses on how
access to the data should be organised, how data can be published in a decentralised
way, how sustainability of the published data should be organised, which metadata
and other standards can be used and so on. The full document (in Dutch) is available
with the authors by simple request or on smart.flanders.be.
2.4 Discussion and Conclusion
In its most basic operationalization, the idea of opening up government data where
possible, holds a great deal of potential. It can give citizens more insight into how and
why certain decisions are made at the political level. It can also stimulate innovation,
with new services, apps, efficiency gains, jobs, and economic activity as a result.
Lastly, it can lead to more and better interaction between citizens and governments
and so on.
Yet, it is questionable whether it actually does, or what the conditions should be
for this to take place. This is made explicit in the political premise of the Smart
City concept, in how politicians frame their view on Open Data: the concept is quite
popular across the political spectrum, as it can be employed in very different rhetoric;
as an argument for a smaller government (not building services and applications, but
making sure data are available so that others can do so) or one for more government
effort (e.g. in relation to transparency, engagement with citizens, active participation,
development of data-related software solutions, standardization activities and so on).
Whatever viewpoint taken, a “Smart City” should include, at the very least, access
to data.However, as reuse of open data does not ‘just happen’ and requires interaction,
stimulation or incentives in some cases, the question becomes at which point the role
of public officials is played out in this realm (Walravens et al. 2018). It is clear that the
government body providing open data has a role to play, but to which extent? In what
forms should it make data easily available, but also understandable or interpretable
for citizens? For which types of data or in which domains? How can open data
be privacy-compliant? Herein lies the potential for a—perhaps counterintuitive—
democratic deficit of open data: even if data are available in a Smart City context,
it does not mean they are “usable, useful or used” (Open Knowledge International
2019).
One part of the answer seems to lie in avoiding a purely top-down or bottom-
up approach (Shepard and Simeti 2013), but rather aiming to bring together the
relevant parties from the quadruple helix (government, companies, research and citi-
zens) as mentioned above. Engaging the quadruple helix, and particularly citizens -
via truly participatory and inclusive means, in complex urban challenges with tech-
nical components like (open) data - remains a massive challenge. Such an approach
requires sufficient time and means to facilitate discussion, properly defining urban
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challenges, getting the roles of all involved stakeholders clear and setting up a step-
by-step approach to act. Only through such an approach can a more sustainable open
data policy be developed, that further enables a Smart City.
Opening data remains something of a chicken-and-egg problem: sufficient invest-
ment is needed on the side of the government in order to publish significant amounts
or relevant data, but reusers will only generate innovative applications and services
once enough data are available.
The research presented in this paper shows that cities certainly see the poten-
tial value of open data, but a number of challenges remain. In order to develop
sustainable open data policies, a number of conditions have to be met. These have
been summarized as points of attention presented in an Open Data Checklist. Addi-
tionally, procurement is a key process in government which unfortunately does not
always sufficiently take provisions on data into account. This contribution illustrated
how using the same model clauses related to data, open data and linked open data
can create benefits for both contracting government organisations, as well as tech-
nology suppliers. Taking factors related to problematization, organizational culture,
governance, partnerships and a number of risks into account, as well as optimising
procurement strategies can help local governments make more informed decisions
when designing or developing an open data policy for their constituency.
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Chapter 3
Towards a Public Sector Data Culture:
Data as an Individual and Communal
Resource in Progressing Democracy
Petter Falk
Abstract An increased use of data has swept through many policy areas and shaped
procedural and substantive policy instruments. Hence, citizens and governments, as
both producers and consumers of data, become intertwined in even more complex
ways. But the inherent logic of data-driven services and systems sometimes chal-
lenges the prerequisites and ideals of liberal democracy. Though a democratically
sound data-practice and data-culture is crucial for ensuring a democratic usage of
citizens data, discourse tends to overlook these aspects. Drawing on insights from
the project Democracy Data, this chapter explores the opportunities and obstacles
for establishing democratically oriented public sector data cultures.
Keywords Data-culture · Public sector · Democracy · Value-creation · Design ·
Conceptualization
3.1 The Balance of a Data-Driven Democracy
The balance between individual and collective needs and interests being acknowl-
edged and addressed is a liminal factor in the practices of any liberal democracy
(Dahl and Shapiro 2015). Be it protection, taxes, rights or liberties—government and
politics is calibrating this equilibrium in order to create value and allocate resources.
Digital data, as a potential recourse, is one that both citizens andgovernments possess.
And as the public sector is entering into an era of algorithmic governance—where
algorithms, automation and data-driven services constitute a cornerstone in decision
making (Doneda and Almeida 2016), that balance needs a new articulation (Keller
et al. 2017).
In order to create value for both the citizens and the communal there needs to be
some form of integration between the resources of the individual and the resources of
the government (Vargo et al. 2017). Digital data as a resource on an individual level
can help the individual inform personal decisions, or help a government professional,
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like a doctor or social worker, to provide sufficient care. At the same time, that
very same singular information-point, when aggregated, can be a collective good. It
helps inform decision makers as statistics or real-time data. But an extensive use of
individual and aggregated data also carries many risks. On an individual level these
range from the infringement of personal integrity to direct or indirect discrimination.
On an aggregated level; statistical fallacies or false reliance from not accounting
for data quality or causality (Loukissas 2019). So, in sharing data as a resource, as
with any democratic value-creating process, balance is needed. Though unlikely such
perfect balancewill be reached as a perpetual state, or for thatmatter come to fruition,
what the conceptualization and reiteration of democracy has taught us is that striving
for democracy as an ideal is as close as one can get (Dahl and Shapiro 2015). And as
the public sector is becomingmore data-driven some argue that governments need to
take a technology-assessment approach to digital tools and concepts in the democratic
discourse (Poullet 2009; Nemitz 2018). How does technology shape, contribute to- or
disrupt the constitution of democracy? In this regard, articulating an understanding
of data on both the citizen’s and the government’s terms is crucial not only to ensure
a representative usage of the public’s data, but also to foster a sustainable approach
to development and innovation suitable for a public sector logic and a democratic
agenda.
It has been said that the strangeness of data is it’s strength (Loukissas 2019).Unlike
monetary value, where one tax-euro can only be spent on one thing, data can be used
and reused in perpetuity. And this strangeness, data’s ability to be many things in
many settings, and be a resource in more than one way, is becoming an imminent
part of our ongoing discussion on democratic ideals. This chapter, in the light of this
narrative, illustrates how the data-practice and data-culture of public sectors impacts
the balance between individual and communal value-creation. It does this specifi-
cally from an administrative point of view, looking at both the infrastructure imple-
mentation of data-driven systems and services, concentrating on the data produced
directly or indirectly by citizens’ usage of welfare service. And, drawing from the
research- and innovation project Democracy Data (VINNOVA 2018), it proposes a
sequence of interwoven tactics intended for policy makers, public sector managers
and data-practitioners in public administration for furthering a democratic tenacity
in the practice of government data-culture.
3.2 The Conflicting Logics of Emerging Public Sector Data
Cultures
In theory it’s kind of simple. When the citizen interacts with the public sector in
a digital interface, either directly or indirectly, it leaves data as a digital footprint.
After this spark of data-creation, data rests in datasets or databases, transits between
human and non-human agents or is put to use (Nelson et al. 2009).
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However, the use and understanding of data is not bereft of history, norms and
hereditary logics (Bates 2017), a circumstance that is especially significant in a
democratic framework. Even though computing as a form of practice for processing
information in governments has been around since at least the 1930s (Wynn-Williams
1931), the advent of interconnected computer networks lay the groundworks for
governmental data practice back in the 1990s (Ho 2002). Nevertheless, it has not been
data as an artefact or resource, but the technological implementation and innovation
which has been in the limelight of digitalization discourse. In the emerging days of
the Internet, it was theorized that technology would enable new visionary forms of
digital culture, empowering direct democracy and removing participatory barriers
by means of novel technology (Rheingold 1994; Dyson 1997). However, public
sector organizations where more inclined to make incremental changes in existing
services and operations using these emerging technologies (Norris 2003). Drawing
from commercial rationalities on usage and implementation and merging them with
governmental undertakings created concepts like e-government, (Layne and Lee
2001) government e-services (West 2004) or e-democracy (Chutimaskul andFunilkul
2004). Concepts like these lay the initial groundworks for a shared understanding
of the digital relationship between the individual citizens and the government (Fang
2002). And within this jargon, the citizens wellbeing, access to- and engagement
with their government is very much reliant on the capacity of the user to interact
accurately with the system at hand (Jaeger and Bertot 2010), meaning that value
was created in action, relying on the agency of the citizen. However, if one looks
past the front-end interfaces and technical infrastructure and focuses primarily on
data, the notion of agency is less articulated. Of course, governments can do a lot of
things with data without the citizens’ presents or immediate action. But how does
this practice fit into the larger purpose of the public sector?
Given this question, and as more professions, practices, and decision making
processes revolved around digital data, and as BigDatamoved from viable concept to
reality, the term data-culture emerged as a ductile concept (Bates 2017). Behaviours,
norms, institutions and knowledge dictating data-practice in a given context are
factors that in turn order the prerequisites and ambitions under which data is accu-
mulated, processed and decimated (Kitchin 2015). As any given culture, the dialectic
nature between cultivation and organic growth shapes its assemblages, rationalities
and realities. The socio-material context and surrounding shape the subject, and it
also shapes the understanding of the subject. But directed efforts allow for a group or
network to foster or shape their practices through both social and technical factors. As
such, local data cultures are created, sustained and transformed by existing in a given
environment and at the same time interactingwith adjacent digital and social systems.
This is what constitutes them (Bates 2017). There is of course no universal public
sector data culture. As with all institutions, politics and government included, norms
and beliefs that dictate social codes are multi-layered arrangements where different
local cultures share similarities but also display differences (Hall and Taylor 1996).
As such, data-cultures have emerged within the modern-day government, both on
national and local levels. These cultures are constituted by the socio-material condi-
tions and practices of digital tools and services that generated and accumulated user-
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andmeta-data through amultitude of digital interactions throughout the public sectors
digital dispositif. And within the context of any government, such as the local ones,
a multitude of data cultures, with unique expressions, norms and practices, can be
observed (Bates 2017). There are however, arguably, traits and logics that—from the
vantage point of liberal democratic welfare states—are recurrent in most cultures.
One such central theme is goal of value-creation for the citizens, a topic that in a
digital framing has been covered extensively (Grimsley and Meehan 2007; Ebbers
2016; Nielsen and Persson 2017; Lindgren et al. 2019). In order to create value for
its citizens, the democratic government enacts certain arrangements and ideals, such
as digital participation, transparency and accountability, improving e-services and
using technology to reduce public spending (Jaeger 2005). Another shared trait, if
not by all then by the most progressive public sector organizations, is the ambition
to hold the competence to understand the data-driven process, or what’s commonly
called data-literacy (Markham 2020).
What these shared traits of public sector data-cultures illustrate is a need to concep-
tualize how democratic value is created in a data-driven public sector. But in this
conceptualization process there is an inherent and probable prospect of conflicting
logics influencing perceptions and foci. In general, we want to assume that the public
sector has the ambition to create value for its citizens on democratic basis (Dahl and
Shapiro 2015). And even though governments might have been able to do this in a
direct way relying on the agency of its citizens, there are norms and hereditary logics
in data praxis and digital ventures that can be in conflict with the organizations demo-
cratic ambition when it comes to data practice. As much of the practice and culture
of data is influenced by the commercial backdrop from which the technologies,
languages and enactments of digital discourse has emerged, technology in the public
sector is destined to be immersed in commercial logics. This becomes paradoxical
in a public sector setting, for example if applying a commercial digital logic to a
public welfare service. For example, if commercial data-centric services like Face-
book, Google and TikTock using non-linear business models, can create commercial
value from user-data, a conventional questionwould be if public services could create
social value using similar data-driven positions, practices and logic? But are such
assumptions of public value even apt? Services in a commercial logic is steeped
in assumptions from commercial actors, framing the service as situated in a func-
tioning market and as a neutral or positive pursuit. But many governmental services
are inherently negative, meaning that services such social welfare and health care
generally are service deemed for those in need (Morgan and Rao 2003). Parallel with
this, contemporary mainstream data-driven technology is, as mentioned, inherently
interconnected with a commercial logic. Systems are developed and procured from
commercial agents and the discourse and zeitgeist has, in many ways, been shaped
by the companies and innovators who develop the systems. This not only affects
how things are done, it also shapes how we understand realities. As the practices of
data reflect the ontological positions of its practitioners, discourses and socio-material
context inherently also affects ethical and conceptual positions (Bates 2017). Thought
research acknowledges the importance of data-literacy in public sector value-creation
in order to uphold certain acknowledged democratic principles (Markham 2020), the
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question of how to foster a culture that approaches the multiplicity of data as both an
individual and communal recourse, honouring and furthering democratic discourse,
is far removed from the contemporary practice and setting of data.
3.3 The Project Democracy Data—Lessons on Cultivating
Local Data Culture from the Swedish Social Services
The project Democracy Data was initiated in the fall of 2018 to explore the prac-
tices, understandings and cultures of data in the social welfare offices of two Swedish
cities; Malmö and Karlstad. The project followed and monitored the implementa-
tion and iteration of a series of data-driven services and systems throughout a time
span of 15 months. Through a mix of para-ethnographic methods, interviews and
surveys the project looked at the socio-material context of resources, technology,
policy, economy and history constituting local data culture within the municipal
social services.
There are a few things to be said about themunicipal socialwelfare administrations
in Sweden. In many ways this administrative branch represents the ultimate govern-
ment safety net in a community. Social work carries a culture of social pathos, stem-
ming from the fact that social work is very much a form of affective practice within
a government setting (Penz and Sauer 2019). However, social welfare services in
Sweden in general have no map for understanding how, when and where data should
and could be used to create social value, beyond the use of mere statistics. Literacy
in their data-practice, the project found, is limited, meaning that the complexity of
the data-driven systems used on a day-to-day basis (such as electronic records) are
often acknowledged, but few have the knowledge or mandate to explore them beyond
interface level. Previous research has pointed out that the epistemology in the inter-
section between the citizens and services, a milieu that very much illustrates social
welfare services, often ignores both the context and complexity that manifests in
the meeting between the citizens everyday life and the public sector (Madsen et al.
2014). Digitalization of services can add to this complexity, but it can also create
a basis for making sense of both individual and public value (Sklyar et al. 2019).
As a municipal branch contemporary social work also illustrates the complexity of
data-driven service arrangements within policy-driven organizations and networks.
Even before the advent of digital technology, municipal social services were part of
a vast information-ecology, tying together social security, healthcare, tax agencies,
NGO’s and the judicial system (Svensson 2019). And historically, local administra-
tive branches have been reliant on the central city management in procurement and
development of technical services and substructures. This means that the ownership
of implementing, iterating and articulating the use of digital systems has been very
much dominated by the city management IT departments, meaning that the practice
of data not only was influenced by the commercial logics of the system developers,
but also the municipal IT-department as an intermediary.
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In the case of both the cities Karlstad and Malmö, the context and the baseline for
perceived success in cultivating democratic local data-culture was very much reliant
on a data-literate leadership as well as the ability and time to explore data beyond
the real and perceived ownership of data-driven systems and processes. Though the
concept of data as both an individual and collective value-creator is not articulated,
stakeholders in and around these processes voiced a need to situate themselves as
experts in their own data. But as legal frameworks are changing and adapting around
data ownership, the ability or mandate to explore data is attentively regulated. For
example, on a European level, the General Data Protection Regulation in theory is
meant to ensure the individual some form of ownership of one’s data (EU 2016/679,
n.d.). But given that many are unaccustomed to thinking about and conceptualizing
data, the chance ofmalpractice in relations toGDPRdiscouraged practitionerswithin
the social service fom advancing the current data-practice beyond the acting norms.
And just as democracy relies on the balance between individual and collective
needs and interests, data-culture is a balance between organic growth and cultivation.
So how to foster a policy logic for the public sector that maximizes data as an
individual and communal resource? And how to do it in a way that takes into account
socio-material context and a progressive approach to democracy? Drawing on the
insights fromDemocracyData, tying together the actualities on conflicting logics, the
cognizance of data’s latent risks and potentials as well as broadening the reasoning
on democracy in the digital age, three proposals can be made.
3.3.1 Proposals 1: Promote Holistic Data-Literacy
It has been said that all data models are false, but that some are useful (Box 1976).
Understanding what models are useful intrinsically means understanding the origin
of data (Loukissas 2019). A holistic data-literacy, taking the alignment from context
and accumulation of data to dissemination and decision making into account, hence
is crucial for safeguarding individual and cultural wellbeing (Markham 2020).
Data-literacy, as understood by a conventional logic, is generally tied to doing
data-work, such as modelling. However, the skillset to draw insight from data other
than models and scale, and finding depth in insights, often requires going beyond the
numeric realm, circumventing the view from nowhere (Haraway 1988). For example,
in a given dataset representing a community, some citizens are bound not to be
represented, especially if the data is based on digital interactions between citizens
and government. As with any form of active participation, social capital impacts on
the actual usage of data driven tools and service, especially in a government context
(Naranjo-Zolotov et al. 2019). So, if a government agency is to iterate one of its digital
services based only on existing user-data, then the improvement of the iteration will
predominantly yield the existing user-base. The implication of such fallacy of data-
literacy, in an era of automation and AI, risks disenfranchising already marginalized
groups within a community, as they are not represented in the accessible data.
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Here, it is important to promote and cultivate a data-literacy where you situate
your practice in the socio-material context. Loukissas (2019) frames it as going from
datasets to data-settings, exploring and examining the space for data accumulation
together with data-stakeholders and policy makers. In practical terms, this means
doing excursions, in-depth user-research or just meeting and interacting with the
material-semiotics agents of a data dispositif. It might seem like a banal enterprise,
but it inhabits a crucial aspect of the data-literacy skills; a critical view of causality.
In public services, especially welfare services, data is being accumulated through the
interaction between citizens and the service provider. You interact with your doctor,
nurse or social service officer, where in an ideal circumstance, the both of you are
trying to frame your needs consequently. In that data-setting, there are stratums of
tacit information—language, power, gender, knowledge, bodies, etc. And the one
appliance to translate this setting into digital data is the electronic journal system. A
system that translates this interaction into a log (for QA and future decision making
regarding you as an individual) and statistics (for knowledge and future decision
making). If you as a data stakeholder, be it policy makers or analyst, don’t situate
yourself in that data-setting as part of your data-literacy ambition, there is a risk of
losing the depth of insights needed to make relevant and justifiable decisions and
policy.
3.3.2 Proposals 2: Design Your Data-Driven Services
as if Democracy Depended on It (Because It Does)
Services matter in a democracy. If citizens don’t believe that the services and utilities
provided by their government is delivering value, they lose faith in the system (Peters
2010). And design matters in services. If a service design fails to capture the needs
of its user, then there is no purpose of the service. And culture matters in design,
as social structures arguably are crucial materials of holistic service design (Vink
2019).
Acknowledging that socio-materiality matters in the design process suggests that
organizations can adapt a more all-encompassing understanding of the impact of
its services (Akama 2015; Kimbell and Blomberg 2017). Citizens data, potentially,
can be both an individual and collective good. And most often, the ability to use
data right starts at accumulation. In service implementation, we have the rare ability
to orchestrate accumulation of data in unique ways. But in order to maximize the
use of data you need to design the space where digital data originates in a holistic
way, drawing on the socio-material context, as well as contemplating where data as a
resource could and should be used in aggregate forms.As the digital data accumulated
today might last forever, and planning for perpetuity is no small matter, such designs
need to be situated in agreement between both the citizen and the government. If
data-driven service design is assuming that value is embedded in tangible outputs
or exchanged between actors (Vargo and Lusch 2004), and we want to make it
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democratic and sustainable, it has to thoroughly acknowledge the complex systems
intowhich the data is being propelled. This sober cognizancemight be overwhelming.
But instead of paralyzing data-practitioners and stakeholders, this realization can be
used to elevate the role of design in both data-literacy and data-culture, and also
to involve the citizens and their perspectives and realities in the discourse of one’s
data-culture.
Drawing from the research of Vink, there are a set of underlying assumptions
in service design and development that is inhibiting certain cultures, organizations
or networks from adopting a more situated understanding of design (Vink 2019).
Working to shift these assumptions through practice and culture helps understand
the gravity of designing a data-driven service, but also supposing a more holistic
perspective on digital democracy. In practical terms this means adopting design prac-
tices and methodology among data practitioners and stakeholders, but also making
sure that design of data-driven services and systems happens in dialogue not only
between governmental branches, but also between citizens and government.
3.3.3 Proposals 3: Conceptualize Data as Democratic Artifact
Representation is central to the idea of democracy (Dahl and Shapiro 2015). If the
structures and culture of a government do not allow for its citizens to be represented,
through voting or public dialogue, then governments, in theory, lose its democratic
legitimacy (Zittel and Fuchs 2006). So, as the role of data in public life is changing
the government’s work and as data represents citizens in a multitude of ways, how
the government enacts the citizen needs reframing (Jaeger and Bertot 2010).
Conceptualizing future roles of technology always is done balancing between
anutopian anddystopian rhetoric (Boyd andCrawford 2012).With the risk of slanting
into both these realms it should however be emphasized, based on previous research
and the insight from Democracy Data, that a data-driven public sector needs to
view citizens data as both a democratic artifact and a conversation between citizens
and the government. Data as enacting and representing the citizens. This notion
of conceptualizing data as democratic artifact as well as a conversation between
citizens and the government requires an established democratic foundation, including
a holistic data-literacy and a design-oriented approach to value-creation.
Data as a democratic artifactmeans itmanifests the citizen through a sort technique
of representation. Just as a vote in a general electionor a dialoguewith elected officials
tells us something about the position of the citizen and the community, so does data. If
one draws from the actor-network-theory approach of translation, this could mean a
process where a set of actors, human and non-human, become proxies for a multitude
of other actors, where manifestations can be made based on articulating and linking
identities in simplified or fixed forms (LaTour 1999; Law 1999). Data hence could
represent one ormany actors, and hence be both an individual and collective resource.
And by avoiding the customer-oriented logics of commercial ontology, data—on a
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conceptual level—can be voiced as a source for constituting democracy as well as
contributing to both individual and communal value-creation.
Dwelling on such conceptualizations, of course, for many public sector operatives
would be an indulgence, given austerity measures and the sometimes harsh realities
of contemporary public servants. However, in order to advance a data-culture that
helps to articulate new and digitally relevant perspectives on democracy, decoupled
from past and commercial logics, a new ontology is needed. Hence, appreciating
data as both an individual and communal recourse, is but another step in the balance
of advancing liberal democracy.
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Chapter 4
Innovation in Data Visualisation
for Public Policy Making
Paolo Raineri and Francesco Molinari
Abstract In this contribution, we propose a reflection on the potential of data visu-
alisation technologies for (informed) public policy making in a growingly complex
and fast changing landscape—epitomized by the situation created after the outbreak
of the Covid-19 pandemic. Based on the results of an online survey of more than 50
data scientists from all over the world, we highlight five application areas seeing the
biggest needs for innovation according to the domain specialists. Our main argument
is that we are facing a transformation of the business cases supporting the adoption
and implementation of data visualisation methods and tools in government, which
the conventional view of the value of Business Intelligence does not capture in full.
Such evolution can drive a new wave of innovations that preserve (or restore) the
human brain’s centrality in a decision making environment that is increasingly domi-
nated—for good and bad—by artificial intelligence. Citizen science, design thinking,
and accountability are mentioned as triggers of civic engagement and participation
that can bring a community of “knowledge intermediaries” into the daily discussion
on data supported policy making.
Keywords Business intelligence · Technology innovation trends · Evidence-based
policy making · Data scientist profession
4.1 Introduction: Data Visualisation Between Decision
Support and Social Influence
Data visualisation is the art and science (Mahoney 2019) of graphically displaying
large amounts of data in a visually attractive and simplified way, to facilitate under-
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tools, many of which—such as pie charts, dashboards, diagrams, infographics and
maps—are quite familiar to those who have even basic notions of statistics or simply
follow the news on traditional and social media. In fact, popularisation of data visu-
alisation is a now well established phenomenon, which roughly materialised in the
beginningof the newcentury,when tag clouds began to showuponblogs andwebsites
and the so-called sparklines—very small graphs embedded in lines of journalistic
text, to show up trends and variations—were invented.1
The effectiveness of using images instead of (toomany)words to describe data has
been evident to researchers from many disciplines, including both natural and social
sciences.2 Even marketing—not to mention political communication—grasped the
importance of visual displays to single out messages destined to be “digested” and
transformed into actions by huge numbers of people, although sometimes at the
cost of dissimulating, rather than refining, some true aspects of reality (Gonzalez
2019). In parallel, the so-called Business Intelligence field also took more and more
benefit of visualisation technologies, especially with the growing size of data to be
handled—both from within and outside the organisation—and the need to compress
the decisionmaking time of top andmiddlemanagers, by automating and simplifying
the process of relevant information acquisition and analysis.
This peculiar aspect of data visualisation—being at the crossroad between deci-
sion support and social influence—has become particularly clear after the outbreak
of the Covid-19 pandemic, when the first known cases of “deliberate censorship”
have materialised on social media, such as Twitter and Facebook, to halt the spread
of misinformation on how to protect against the virus. Not only are visuals now
being used to place alerts on contested statements, but also the proliferation of info-
graphics manipulating official data instrumentally has started to be cross-checked
for reliability. In some extreme cases, Apple and Google are known to have removed
some of these controversial apps from their stores (Financial Express 2020). On
the other hand, the richness of mobility data as captured by the GPS of individual
smart phones as well as the combination of textual contents with the geolocalisa-
tion of people interacting on social media have been widely perceived, maybe for
the first time, as precious sources of information for decision making—and social
influence again. Consider as examples: the use of Facebook and Google surveys
done at Carnegie Mellon University to predict surges in the virus spread (Wired
2017); the Covid-19 Infodemics Observatory built at FBK in Trento3 using a global
dataset of tweets and GPS information; and the business alliance “for the common
good” between Apple and Google to enable interoperability between Android and
iOS devices and jointly develop a Bluetooth-based contact tracing platform (Apple
Newsroom 2020). The latter has generated, among others, the “Immuni” mobile app
that is now widely advertised by the Italian government as a form of prevention
against the unwanted effects of the “next wave” of contagion (Reuters 2020).
1https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sparkline.
2See:Data is beautiful: 10 of the best data visualization examples fromhistory to today. https://www.
tableau.com/learn/articles/best-beautiful-data-visualization-examples by Tableau Software (2020).
3https://covid19obs.fbk.eu/#/.
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In this scenario, a crucial question to be posed to both researchers and practi-
tioners of public administration, is whether we are facing the inauguration of a new
trend for the take-up of data visualisation technologies in government. According to
Fortune Business Insights (2020), the market of software applications for business
intelligence and visual analytics, which nominally also includes public buyers, is
estimated to hit $19.2 billion in the next seven years, from the current $8.85 billion,
with an expectedCAGRof 10.2%per.On the other hand, the pricing of business intel-
ligence solutions is sometimes prohibitive, especially for small-sized public bodies
and agencies, and statistics are missing on the impact of using open source solutions
in the various application domains—such as public healthcare or urban planning.
According to IDC (Shirer2019), the federal/central government share in the global
market of business intelligence solutions is lower than 7% of total purchases. This
figure either omits important buyers (e.g. local government or public utilities) and
unpaid resources (such as free and open tools) or is simply an indication that themain
business argument used to push adoption—“get to know more about what happens
in your organisation, or just outside it, to take more informed decisions”—for a
variety of reasons is not as compelling in the public sector as it seems to be for large
corporations and medium sized enterprises.
This paper aims to stimulate a reflection in that direction, by asking the question
of which kind of innovation is mostly needed to facilitate, rather than prevent, the
take-up of data visualisation tools for public policy making. Answers to this question
have been gathered from more than 50 domain experts (data scientists) from all over
the world, by means of an online survey.4 After elaborating on received answers,
we contrast this sort of indirect collection of user requirements with other emerging
or growingly established technology trends—including e.g. Artificial Intelligence,
IoT (Internet of Things), Edge Computing and AR/VR (Augmented/Virtual Reality).
Our conclusion is that innovation in data visualisation may contribute to preserve a
sort of demilitarised zone, where human decisions prevail over machine intelligence
and initiatives. This aspect should be particularly appreciated by policy makers, but
is curiously not well developed by specialised software vendors.
4The surveywas a poll with five questions. Participants could answer using a free text form. The poll
was donewith Google FormsTM andmanaged by the first author of this paper It was sent tomembers
of the Data Visualization Society (https://www.datavisualizationsociety.com/). The audience was
filtered before enabling access to the survey, to be sure about the participants’ background. All
participants have worked for a public institution at least once as data scientists or data visualization
managers. 52 of them answered the survey. They were asked if they wished to appear as supporters
of this study, 4 of them answered positively and are acknowledged here: Alessandro Chessa, Evgeny
Klochikhin, Luca Naso and Sevinc Rende. The survey was open for one month, from February 9th
until March 9th 2020. The five questions were: (1) What are the 3 most important troubles you face
while doing data visualization for a policy maker or for the public sector in general? (2) What are
the 3 most important rules you follow to deliver a data visualization that is really useful for your
client? (3) What kind of “visualization modality” do you prefer to engage citizens in producing
data and be aware of them? (4) In your opinion, what kinds of innovation in data visualization are
the most viable and feasible for the next future? (5) Any articles or book suggestion to know more
about this topic? Any “talks” we must listen to? The 210 answers were transcribed and clustered in
macro-topics. All of them were useful to act as foundation of this contribution.
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4.2 Scoping the Experiences of Data Scientists
Among the several definitions of innovation we adopt the one by Loughlan (2016):
“the pursuit of a better service or product that adds value to organizations, commu-
nities and to the wider society”. We asked domain experts from all over the world
to help us define which value data visualisation tools (can) bring to public policy
making. It turned out that there is not a single answer to such question. Value (to be)
created depends very much on: (1) the policy maker’s goals, (2) if and how they are
communicated to the data scientist, and (3) whether the latter properly understood
them or not. This doesn’t mean that innovation is not part of the process—only that
it must also involve the communication between interested parties. All professional
data scientists agreed that the key rule to deliver an effective and useful visualisation
for a policy making process is: know your “customer’s”5 goals. If the policy maker
and the data scientists are not aligned on how the former will use the data provided
by the latter, then the output of visualisation is at risk of being use-less.
As a complement to the above, it is relevant that data scientists identify the areas
in which they see the biggest needs or pains from the perspective of their customers.
In fact, one of the secure ways to create value with innovation is through tackling
burning problems. The survey respondents mentioned the following issues:
• Multiple data source management: despite some recent progress in related
technologies, data mash-up and cleaning are still the most time and resource
consuming tasks of any data visualisation project. This is particularly true when
multiple data sources are handled, lacking homogeneity and sometimes being
non-standard, a frequent situation when working in/for the public sector.
• Rigorous data integration: the robustness and scientific lineage of the data used
for policy making is vital. Unfortunately, it is still too difficult to certify and verify
data sources and many steps forward should be done to avoid misinterpretation of
what is being visualised. This pain has been reported by almost all of our survey
respondents.
• Actionable information delivery: as obvious as it may be, data visualisation is
supposed to generate ready-made insights that will lead the policy maker to a
decision, speeding up the whole process and fostering stakeholders’ engage-
ment. However, this is not always the case and of course, value creation is
correspondingly reduced.
• Personalised user experience: the way different people look at a same dashboard
or chart can be quite different. Yet as we mentioned above, data visualisation
has (or should have) the capacity to trigger human brain to a specific decision
and (re)action. In this perspective, we still know (and practice) too little on how
to adjust the user experience according to the various personal behaviours while
enjoying data.
5The word “customer” in the present document is referred to policy makers being customers of data
visualization.
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These issues have been reported by more than 50 data visualisation experts,
working with policy makers or public institutions in different countries. However,
their relevance for the state of the art is also confirmed by the literature and personal
experience highlights we are going to present below.
4.2.1 Multiple Data Source Management
Various start-ups are tackling the issue of merging multiple data sources, but none
of them seems to have reached the “nirvana” for the average data scientist. This is
especially true for the non-relational sources. Themain reasonwhy the problem is not
so easy to address is the variety of potential applications. Obviously, every process
has its different goals, so the quality of your mash-up relies on what you should use
those data for. This has been documented by Samuelsen, Chen and Wasson (2019)
in a literature search of more than 115 publications, only restricted to the learning
analytics domain. There are other reasons, however, which transform this issue into
one of the hardest technical pains of this profession. Even if you use one of the good
data wrangling tools now on the market, you still need at least some python/R basics
or an old school manual on Excel to come up with a decent result. This means to
allocate hundreds of working hours to simply get ready, instead of delivering the
analytics and visualisation outputs.
4.2.2 Rigorous Data Integration
This pain is both a “call for better data” and a request for improving their informa-
tive value. William Davies wrote a very good article in 2017 (Davies 2017) that still
represents a good starting point for a crucial discussion to all of us. Getting scien-
tifically validated data should always be a main concern for every policy maker, but
when it comes to being sure about data lineage and research methods your legs start
to crumble. Open data might be an alternative, but some problems remain: “1) Data
is hard (or even impossible) to find online, 2) data is often not readily usable, 3) open
licensing is rare practice and jeopardized by a lack of standards” (Lämmerhirt et al.
2017).
Data scientists also want to be sure that the visualisation output is not misleading
in any way. In some cases, some colour palette mistakes, or naive data manipulations
in the analytical steps, may lead to that very risky outcome, since the policy makers
might ground their decision on a false representation of facts. In the future, Artificial
Intelligence may help us solve this very tiny but insidious problem. Just as we now
have language spell checkers for our weird grammar typos, some advisor bots may
soon help us remember what we did with data andwhere it comes from, before taking
any decision based on it.
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4.2.3 Actionable Information Delivery
Delivering an actionable output is in the top five rules of data scientists since Florence
Nightingale taught to the world what the superpowers of data visualisation were
meant for. She, as a nurse, drew herself data charts to boost decision making for the
British army recovery in theCrimeanwar (Kopf 1916). But it’s not that easy. The very
meaning of the word “actionable” puts a responsibility on data visualisation creators,
especially within the domain of policy making. The challenge as we mentioned
already, is to fulfil the policy maker’s goals while at the same time empowering
him/her in a way that shortens the decision process time. Artificial Intelligence and
particularly Natural Language Processing techniques are being trialled as alternative
solutions for an actionable data visualisation. However, they still take too much
processing time, resulting in a boring user experience and a poor quality of the
generated insights.
4.2.4 Personalised User Experience
Several authors (Toffler 1970; Davis 1987; Womack 1993; Anderson and Pine 1997)
introduced the concept of mass customization as the “next big thing” in modern
manufacturing. It took us maybe 30 years to reach a point of no return but since the
2000s it has become clear that the concept fits perfectly into actual human needs. We
leave the moral question to other occasions. Here we simply note that a similar need
is felt in the data visualisation for policy making community, as the responses to our
survey demonstrated.We can imagine a visualisation able to adapt its colours, shapes,
space, insights to personal behaviours and preferences. The fast-paced innovations
of Machine Learning and more broadly Artificial Intelligence (also including mixed
reality and face/voice recognition) are natural candidates to fulfil this requirement.
This is probably the most attended innovation in data visualisation now, so we can
hope to see it as a reality sooner than we think.
4.3 A Critical Eye on Technology Innovation Trends
The oft-cited Artificial Intelligence is not the only route of innovation that can push
up the threshold of data visualisation technologies in support of public decision
making. Internet of things (IoT) (Sethi and Sarangi 2017) together with the new
Edge Computing wave—the calculation model in which data is processed by the
device itself or by a local computer or server, rather than being transmitted to a data
centre (Premsankar et al. 2018), as well as voice/image recognition are also worth
consideration.
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IoT is the enabler of the “sensibility” of a country, region or city. We can say
that IoT sensors act for a city just like the human receptors act for our body sensi-
bility. That’s why MIT started to name smart city topics as the business of “sensible
cities” (Dizikes 2016). The role of data visualisation in this context is quite obvious.
The policy maker should merge sensible city projects, predictive analytics, and data
visualisation to be able to act as the “wisdom brain” for good decisions.
Edge Computing is a distributed computing paradigm that brings computation
and data storage closer to the location where it is needed, to improve response times
and save bandwidth. This topic comes with high relevance in this paper because it’s
already present in real world and only needs to be embraced to start producing effects.
Endowed with this “data wisdom brain” the policy maker would boost exponentially
his/her odds of success in every decision. Although such thoughts might lead to
an enormous discussion about the future of humanity as a whole (Harari 2016) we
could try to stay humble and admit that a more informed decision is always a better
decision. The more data and information you have with you, the better your choices
will be. Our assumptions and beliefs about the importance of this topic will become
obvious if you agree with this sentence.
The same computational power needed to let IoT and predictive analytics play
an effective role in decision making can also enable language-related and image-
related technologies. There are many implications of this field. Voice recognition
enables hands off interaction with machines. Natural language processing allows to
understand human language shades and return warmer outputs. Image recognition
enables to detect human emotions. The most famous implication of this kind of
technologies is represented by the deep fake world (Vincent 2018). Here fakemoving
images of famous personalities are created leading the audience to believe in some
weird videos (many about the presidents of USA, Russia, North Korea, Germany
went viral in the social media just a few years ago). Notwithstanding the bad fame
due to the heavy privacy implications, if a policy maker started to use these solutions
then a new generation of data visualisation tools would help tremendously improve
the engagement and truthfulness levels of the policy making cycle. This because
that kind of technologies would speed up the creation of a lot of informative content
and material and boost the engagement rate of the target audience thanks to a super
personalized and customer-centric communication.
However, this potential does not seem to be perceived as such in the public policy
making community. Let’s take another field as a benchmark case tomachine learning,
namely the professional basketball community. Not many years ago, M.I. Jordan
commented that despite the diffused awareness of the importance of data analytics
and therefore visualisation, “we are no further ahead than we were with physics
when Isaac Newton sat under his apple tree” (Gomes 2014). And yet in the basket-
ball community such knowledge gap was filled in by a single, although enthusiast,
student of engineeringwith the simple (but brilliant) introduction of SOM techniques
(Kohonen 1982, 2001) into players’ analytics (Bianchi et al. 2017). What can be the
equivalent of that “connecting the dots” innovation in the policy making field? We
have two or three possible ideas in mind.
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A serious candidate is civic engagement. The ability to promote active interactions
with citizens, not only as consumers but also producers of data, is nowadays well
accepted as a wise and powerful way to procure useful information for public policy
making. Getting granular, rigorously gathered data from a number of collaborative
citizens is commonly called citizen science (Hand 2010; Castelvecchi 2016). This
great way of engaging people with institutions has been used for an amazingly wide
set of topics. But what is the link with data visualisation? Grasping the full potential
of citizen science basically relies on people’s understanding of the data they collect.
A great example is the CIESM JellyWatch project, a citizen science survey born after
an overall jellyfish review in 2013 (Boero 2013) where a citizens mobile app enabled
the collection of an enormous amount of data about Mediterranean Sea jellyfish
distribution (Marshall 2010). Though bringing enormous benefits, citizen science
must be managed in a good manner to avoid its risks. A good reading about the pros
and cons of this approach is the article on Nature by Aisling Irwin (2018).
Another good candidate is the introduction of “design thinking” methodologies in
the data visualisation journey. Design thinking is an umbrella term for the cognitive,
strategic, and practical processes by which design concepts are developed. Many of
the key processes of design thinking have been identified through studies, across
different design domains, of cognition and activity in both laboratory and natural
contexts. Design thinking is a way to put the end-user at the core of the design
process. This does not only result in a faster and more effective output delivery for
the policy maker, but introduces many connectors to the topic of citizens’ engage-
ment. If policy makers would like to engage citizens nowadays, they should always
look for a participation trigger. Data availability (and open data) draws an honest
and transparent pathway that always acts as a nudge towards citizens’ engagement
(citizen science plays a queen role in this game). Another nudge is to build the whole
project with a “design thinking” vision. Citizens’ problems, their educational levels,
interests, etc., everything should be taken into account. Communication with the
audience should be tailored, direct and tackling only the main issues, avoiding the
exchange of useless information. Following this train of logic, every data visualisa-
tion would appear familiar to the citizens, somethingmade for them. However, in this
quest for engagement “devil is in the details”. Both security and data quality issues
play a major role in making this engagement pathway really workable for the policy
maker who wants to benefit from the data visualisation features. The amazing work
made by some projects in this area is already on themarket waiting to be leveraged by
public institutions (see Wired 2017; Kambatla et al. 2014). This is coherent with the
digital transformation the whole world is having towards a human-centred approach
to innovation (Kolko 2015).
Finally, choosing to visualise policy relevant data in a way that people both enjoy
and understand is the perfect “final step” of an accountability process. Having a good
and effective data visualisation leads to many positive implications: it highlights
what is relevant and avoids distractions; proves the decision outcomes; helps to stay
focused on budget and efforts; inspires hands-on participation; nurtures effective
communication; flattens the learning curve on how to visualise data for decision
making.
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From a technological point of view there are some known tricks to make sure that
data visualisation strikes the goals of civic engagement. The easiest way is always to
start by keeping in mind the pre-attentive attributes like colours, shapes, movement,
spatial positions etc. (Ware 2004). This could appear as a small issue, or a trivial
aspect. But the more you push data visualisation forward, using it for real decision
making, the more does this aspect become crucial, marking the difference between a
good or a bad policy decision. Take the following example: you are in 2025 producing
an important 3D visualisation directly going into the smart glasses of your citizens
and forgot to think about colour-blind people. What could be the fallbacks? The
number of delivered contents is also very important. This should be limited to those
youwant your citizens to follow. It is recommended giving to the users the possibility
of drilling down and zooming in if they want, but the first look and feel must be lean
and essential. Finally, it is important to always give to people the possibility of getting
a “multi-dimensional” exploration of data. Maps are the best way to deliver a content
in this way (and many of our survey contributors confirmed that).
4.4 Conclusions and Way Forward
Be it because of the pains highlighted in our survey of domain experts or the technical
limitations of many software applications, policy makers around the world do not
seem to be ready yet to adopt data visualisation tools in support to decision making.
And the main argument conventionally used to promote Business Intelligence in
the private sector—that evidence is key to take informed decisions (Davies et al.
2000)—does not seem to work as well here.
In the previous section we have pointed at citizen science, design thinking and
accountability as three triggers of civic engagement and participation that can bring a
community of “knowledge intermediaries” into the daily discussion on policymaking
(Isett and Hicks 2019). This can help push that community ahead: from passively
knowing the theory of a thing, to taking active action to carry it forward. But there
is more: this evolution can drive a new wave of innovations preserving (or restoring)
the human brain’s centrality in a decision making environment that is increasingly
dominated—for good and bad—by Artificial Intelligence.
In fact, looking at “the big picture” it becomes clear that the ultimate goal (or
outcome) of Artificial Intelligence is to prevent the beneficiaries of data visualisa-
tion from interacting directly with data. What we propose to do instead is to create
visualisations that respect some particular constraints we gave them previously. Then
we should look at the charts and try to infer a decision. By doing so we would always
inject our human “bias” (for good and bad) into all the steps from database querying
to the final chart design. Are we sure that we really want to get rid of this? Again,
the answer may not be that straightforward.
Struggling with complexity may be a good argument in favour. As shown on
the occasion of the Covid-19 health and information pandemics, there is no simple
way other than visualisation to do justice of zillions of data growing in real time
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at an unprecedented speed. There is a large world of analytics and representation
techniques to fight with complexity. The ability to process a big amount of data
in various formats, from various sources, and deliver meaningful information to
forecast future outputs to users is known as predictive analytics. Predictive analytics
impacts almost every domain (Wang et al. 2018) and should be viewed as the main
compass of every policy maker. The evolution of complex network analysis will
deeply contribute to this area in helping to see both the big picture of a complex
system and highlighting its peculiarities. We see this as the best way to be able to
zoom in deeply to look for specific issues and solutions. Generally speaking, big data
analytics open a bright future for our economies and societies (Amalina et al. 2020).
Keeping the control of our destinies—including the possibility of making
mistakes—is a good reason against. Talking about the necessity of staying up to
date, it is impossible to argue against the fact that nowadays we are all under pres-
sure. Every public and private actor is somehow in a rush for the, so called, change.
There is a shared pain about staying aligned with the world’s pace and being able to
move fast and in the right direction at the same time. This feeling is even heavier for
the policy makers that guard the keys of our world. But is this enough to decide that
artificial intelligence should take full control?
Luckily, data science has evolved in parallel with the raising amount of data we
produce every day. Although data scientists agree that the data amount grows faster
than our ability to analyse them, we can say that “the challenge” is still fair enough.
Therefore, leaving philosophical worries behind us, what we suggest to the data visu-
alisation managers in the policy making area is to undertake an open and wide inves-
tigation to bring existing innovations from other sectors. Many great things are now
ready to be implemented, coming from unexpected areas. Innovation in geo-spatial
analytics developed for basketball could also be useful for smart mobility (Metulini
et al. 2017). Old scientific research might lead to a solution for an institution’s data
merging process (Buja et al. 1996). New methods and bio technologies (PHATE:
Potential of Heat Diffusion for Affinity-based Transition Embedding) for visualising
high-dimensional data (Moon et al. 2019) could revolutionize some aspects of the
policymaking cycle. Young students out in theworld playingwith data and “acciden-
tally” solvingmany smart cities issues (Yang et al. 2019) could be scouted to speed up
the innovation routines. Scientific projects already tailored for policy makers (Tachet
et al. 2017) could be investigated with less fear. Future applications of mixed (i.e.
augmented+ virtual) reality (Joshi 2019) will be involved for sure in the next steps of
data visualisation for policy making, with a particular attention to citizens’ engage-
ment. Immersive videos, educational classrooms, policy maker meetings, political
surveys, interactive discussions—the potentialities of mixed reality mergedwith data
visualisations are infinite.
In conclusion, we can say that, once again in history, what will make the difference
between remaining “stuck in the present” and evolving to a bright future will be the
ability to contaminate mindsets and cross-fertilise domains, bearing in mind what
really matters for people and avoiding to adhere to the “coolness-driven” purchasing
decisions.
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in a Smart City Context: The PoliVisu
Approach
Yannis Charalabidis
Abstract Dealing with the growing quest for better governance, the advancement
of ICT provides new methods and tools to politicians and their cabinets on an almost
daily basis. In this changing landscape, the PoliVisu project constitutes a step forward
from the evidence-based decision making, going towards an experimental approach
supported by the large variety of available data sets. Through utilizing advanced data
gathering, processing and visualisation techniques, the PoliVisu platform is one of
the most recent integrated examples promoting the experimental dimension of policy
making at a municipal and regional level.
Keywords Policy-related decision making · Evidence based policy making ·
Experimental policies
5.1 Evidence-Based Policy Making and the Rise of ICT
Theneed for utilizing advanced Information andCommunicationTechnologies (ICT)
infrastructures and services, for assisting public sector decision makers in reaching
justified decisions has been a primary role for technology in our society, since the
previous century. Coined as “evidence-based policy making” in the UK and rapidly
expanding to the US and the rest of the world since the rise of the 21st century
(Sanderson 2002), this attempt to follow the practices of science in public manage-
ment has found significant interest among Digital Governance scholars, practitioners
and communities.
In this quest for better governance, the advancement of ICT provides newmethods
and tools to politicians and their cabinets on an almost daily basis. Some of the key
technological offerings to support policy making in a systematic manner but not
always in an easy way, are the following:
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• The vast amounts of data that can now be acquired, managed, stored and reused
forming what we now call Big, Open and Linked Data (BOLD)—a basic layer
for the myriad of processing tools to follow (Janssen et al. 2012).
• The development of systems and services for enabling citizen participation
in various parts of the policy making cycle. Systems of e-participation, e-
deliberation, even e-voting and collaborative design, are giving citizens more
opportunities to take a vivid part in decision making at local, national, or
international level.
• The rapid advancement in systems and services making use of artificial intelli-
gence (AI), that offer novel opportunities to understand societal phenomena,make
advanced simulations to analyse and predict the impact of policy decisions—
while also making decision making faster but also less transparent in some cases
(Androutsopoulou et al. 2019).
• The evolution of data visualisation and visual analytics toolsets, providing ways
to give new meaning to numbers and more levels of abstraction that can support
the capabilities of the specialists but also attract the attention of the non-experts
(Osimo et al. 2010).
5.2 ICT-Enabled Policy Making in a Smart City Context
As technological evolutions in the areas of Big, Open and Linked Data, Artificial
Intelligence,VisualAnalytics andElectronic Participation platforms are gettingmore
connected to policy making, new opportunities arise for policy makers at all levels of
administration. Through multi-method applications, ICT can now assist the public
sector at all levels to untap completely new opportunities such as:
• Identification of possible policy interventions, through combined big data
analytics and citizen participation with advanced opinion mining.
• Ex-ante policy impact assessment, through data analysis and societal simulation,
combining techno-economical with behavioural parameters.
• Ex-post impact assessment of policy and legislation, integrating the monitoring
of myriads of sensor-based indications together with citizens’ sentiment analysis
on policy measures and laws.
• Advanced monitoring of societal evolution in relevant policy areas, through
complex dashboards supporting better public policy making and even legislation
preparation at real time.
• Real-time decision making, through the application of advanced algorithms
making use of openly available big data, with the proper regulation for trans-
parency and good governance.
In parallel with increased ICT utilization in policy making, another big move in
societies is happening: Urbanisation and the need for stronger local governance and
advanced services provision gives rise to the Smart Cities movement, where policy
making is moved from the national level to regions and municipalities who now also
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require the advanced ICT services at equal to the central government levels (Albino
et al. 2015).
Along these two major axes of ICT utilization in policy making and the empow-
erment of municipal and regional administration that leads to Smart Cities, is where
the PoliVisu project on “Policy Development based on Advanced Geospatial Data
Analytics and Visualisation” takes place.
The PoliVisu project constitutes a step forward from the evidence-based decision
making, going towards an experimental approach supported by the large variety
of available data sets. Through utilizing advanced data gathering, processing and
visualisation techniques, the PoliVisu platform is one of the most recent integrated
examples promoting the experimental dimension of policy making at a municipal
and regional level. As illustrated in Fig. 5.1, the PoliVisu approach combines data
openness and citizen participation with advanced use of ICT and big data utilization,
clearly differentiating from previous paradigms, like:
• Traditional e-participation systems, where citizen involvement may be great (if
the system is properly used and populated) but use of ICT in policy making is
minimum.
• Advanced big-data based analytics, where the amount of data, the complexity of
processing and the validity of results for policy makers may be high, but citizen
involvement and “buy-in” usually suffer.
Fig. 5.1 Placing the PoliVisu approach in the collaborative decision-support map
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• Traditional, not open or collaborative ways of decision making, where both open-
ness and performance are a significant question, that nevertheless are still in
operation in not a small minority of cities over the world.
5.3 The Unique Characteristics of the PoliVisu Approach
PoliVisu is a Horizon 2020 Research and Innovation (R&I) project with an aim to
improve the traditional public policy making cycle, using big data and geospatial
information visualisation techniques. The broad objective of the project is thus to
assist public sector decisionmaking at city level to becomemore open and collabora-
tive by experimenting with different policy options through impact visualisation and
by using the resulting visualisations to engage and harness the collective intelligence
of policy stakeholders towards the development of collaborative solutions (PoliVisu
2020).
Workingwith real problems from three cities and a region (Issy-les-Moulineaux in
France, Plzen in Czechia, Ghent and Flanders Region in Belgium) to address societal
problems linked to smart mobility and urban planning, PoliVisu vision is to enable
public administrations to respond to urban challenges by enriching the policymaking
process with tools for policy experimentation. The project supports three different
steps of the policy cycle (design, implementation, and evaluation) in an attempt to
enable the city officials to tackle complex, systemic policy problems.
But which are the unique, differentiating characteristics of the PoliVisu approach?
The differentiating characteristics of the project can be analysed as following:
a. PoliVisu tools for urban and traffic planning utilize vast amounts of data, coming
froma variety of sources like sensors, information systems and citizen inputs (e.g.
Traffic counts, public transport data, parking availability, real time bus tracking
and bike sharing data, as utilized in the Issy-les-Moulineaux case). The volume,
variety and continuous flow of such data put the approach clearly in the big data
area.
b. The project shows clear merits in the Geospatial Data Visualisation, through
pilot applications in Plzen and Issy-les-Moulineaux that make use of active maps
that visualise traffic volumes, public works planned, passenger flows and more,
allowing for dynamic monitoring and routing of traffic volumes.
c. PoliVisumakes an important contribution in the area of real-timeDynamicDash-
boards, through the PoliVisuals policy visualisation dashboard, that combines
several monitoring, visualisation and real-time decision support elements in an
integrated manner (PoliVisuals 2020).
d. Algorithmic decision making is also within the project scope, utilized in
automated or semi-automated, dynamic, traffic-related decision making in
applications in cities like Plzen, Issy-les-Moulineaux or Ghent.
e. The Polivisu approach shows a deep understanding of issues and problems to be
tackled at Municipal and Regional Level, where policy making needs to be more
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pragmatic and results-oriented butwhere cross-city collaboration and fundraising
for ICT infrastructures can be extremely challenging.
f. Finally, the project shows novel approaches in the areas of citizen participation
and collaboration via digital means, where citizens provide data inputs, see and
reuse openly available information and can also contribute to problem solving in
a crowdsourcing way.
The above characteristics of the PoliVisu approach are illustrated in Fig. 5.2,
where the project offering is compared to two others, well defined and currently
often utilized systems:
• A traditional e-participation system, where citizen participation and munic-
ipal/regional orientation are emphasized over data acquisition, processing and
visualisation that are usually weaker.
• AtraditionalGeographical InformationSystem (GIS)with advanced analytics and
capabilities in traffic management and urban planning, but where openness and
collaboration with citizens, businesses and other authorities remain in question.
The comparative analysis shows the merits of the approach, that combines
advanced data analytics, geospatial data processing and visualisation, with citizen
engagement and collaboration at municipality or regional level.
Fig. 5.2 PoliVisu compared to traditional e-Participation or GIS Analytics systems
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5.4 Barriers and Limitations to the Full Exploitation
of Data Potential in Policy Making
All the above being said on the merits of utilizing ICT in public decision making,
and also the various PoliVisu achievements, ICT-enabled, data-driven policy making
is far from being a “rose-garden”. A number of barriers that prevent the use of ICT in
policy making from becoming mainstream have been identified over the last decade,
at least (Oliver et al. 2015; United Nations 2020). A brief analysis of those barriers
and challenges is depicted in Table 5.1
5.5 Conclusion
All indications from research and practice, as well as the rapid technological evolu-
tions in the areas of Big Data, Internet of Things, and Artificial Intelligence show
that experiments-based policy making, or ICT-enabled decision support in the public
sector, is a real need in public governance at different institutional levels (municipal,
regional and national) in response to the growing request for transparency of public
decisions.
Along this line of evolution, the PoliVisu project has made a significant contri-
bution, through integrating large amounts of data with advanced visualisations
and citizen participation, to tackle real-life urban planning and traffic management
problems, going beyond the state-of-the-art in more than one ways.
Although the PoliVisu approach and results have significant reuse potential among
European cities and regions, certain measures have to be taken by public sector offi-
cials and their collaborators, in order to overcome current challenges at organiza-
tional, technical and event societal levels. Then, the PoliVisu approach for evidence-
based decision making using big data and advanced visualisation techniques will be
more prone to success.
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Table 5.1 Barriers for data-driven decision making
Barrier/Challenge Description
Skills of Policy makers Policy makers and decision makers (such as
Ministers, Mayors, Region directors or other
senior officials with decision making roles)
should be able to understand and interpret
reports in data analytics for value-adding
insights and decision making while also being
able to generate desired outcomes and impacts
through strategic decision making. These new
skills for policy makers may be even more
difficult to become the mainstream, at local and
regional level
Capacity and Interoperability of ICT tools and
algorithms
Although technical barriers (e.g. the capacity of
tools to assist in tackling a complex issue) are
sooner or later being overcome by the rapid
technological evolution, there are some aspects
of the needed infrastructure that are still widely
unavailable: (a) the ability of software models
to analyse the non-techno/economical,
behavioural aspects of societal problems or (b)
the interoperability elements that would make
such tools easily interconnected to one-another
or (c) the mere capacity of such software
models to understand and simulate situations of
extreme complexity are still a quest and not a
standard
Governance of Personal Data Since most of the real-life applications of
data-driven decision making involve the
acquisition, processing, storage or publication
of information that contains personal data of
the citizens, a relevant regulatory framework
has to be in place (aka in Law), so that both
citizens and public sector officials feel
adequately secure with such approaches. For
local and regional administrations, this can be
an even more high barrier, as such organisations
typically cannot develop and enforce such a
regulatory framework themselves, but have to





Intension and Vision of Policy Makers For experiments-based policy making attempts
to turn finally successful, the high-level public
sector officials (e.g. Ministers, secretaries,
directors general, or other senior officials) must
have a long-term vision for transforming policy
making. This vision must be able to overcome
or “absorb” the possible shortcomings or
failures that will appear on the way. For the
vision to be strong enough, an underlying
intention to allow the “machine” to propose or
identify solutions—against the human will
sometimes, have to be present
Skills of Researchers The researchers and practitioners that are
engaged in data-driven policy making
experiments must have a “multi-faceted”
collection of skills: they have to be trained
academically and have specific technical skills
(e.g. able to deal with Python and other data
tools or able to handle database infrastructure,
data warehousing and statistics) while also they
must have a non-trivial contextual
understanding of the domain and the
decision-making environment (e.g. knowledge
of the city context and the specific problems
with citizen mobility)
Collaboration with the Private Sector Partnerships constitute an essential component
of the data ecosystem for public decision
making: a collaborative configuration involves
the Government providing opportunities for
public and private actors, that drive data
innovation for the creation or modification of
e-services with the aim of increasing economic
or social benefits or otherwise generating
public value. Enabling and empowering
data-driven decision making infrastructures and
services, involves making data widely available
and creating opportunities for organisations and
businesses to leverage on them
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Chapter 6
Turning Data into Actionable Policy
Insights
Jonas Verstraete, Freya Acar, Grazia Concilio, and Paola Pucci
Abstract It is becoming clearer that data-supported input is essential in the policy
making process. But at which point of the process, and in which format, can data
aid policy making? And what does an organisation need to turn data into relevant
insights? This paper explores the role of data from two perspectives. In the first part,
data and data analysis are situated in the policy making process by mapping them
onto the data supported policymakingmodel and highlighting the different roles they
can assume in each stage and step of the process. The second part discusses a prac-
tical framework for policy-oriented data activities, zooming in on the data-specific
actions and the actors performing them in each data-supported step of the policy
making process. We observe that a close collaboration between the policy maker
and data scientist in the framework of an iterative approach permits to transform the
policy question into a suited data analysis question and deliver relevant insights with
the flexibility desired by decision makers. In conclusion, for data to be turned into
actionable policy insights it is vital to set up structures that ensure the presence and
the collaboration of policy-oriented and data-oriented competences.
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6.1 Introduction
The manifold experimentations conducted in the last years in the use of data—
big, open data—have shown the great potential of these sources for addressing the
real time monitoring of urban processes and operational actions (i.e. solving crisis
situations such as traffic jams and accidents, or schedule adjustments in transport
supply). However, their use and impact within the policy making processes is still a
more controversial and less obvious question to be addressed.
Critical ex-post evaluations on the potential and limits of data-informed policy
making have also led several public bodies such as the EU and the US Congress
to understand and deepen the possibilities and the challenges related to the use of
data in policy making and analysis in specific areas of application (De Gennaro et al.
2016; Jarmin and O’Hara 2016; Lim et al. 2018).
Underlining the relevance of data in promoting dynamic resource management; in
allowing the possibility to discover trends and to analyse their developing explana-
tion; in fostering public engagement and civic participation and, finally, in sustaining
the development of “robust approaches for urban planning, service delivery, policy
evaluation, and reform and also for the infrastructure and urban design decisions”
(Thakuriah et al. 2017, p. 23), become central issues for cities that already have lots
of data and, thanks to fast-evolving technologies, see the growing opportunity to
collect more and faster.
Thanks to open data initiatives and emerging data ecosystems, data is shared
across a multitude of actors. Policy makers, however, do not need data, they need
insights. Data visualisations and advanced analytics can provide these insights, but
only if they give the right answer to the right policy question. How can data experts
assure this match? How and where do data activities fit into a policy making process?
And what are the key aspects for an organisation to turn data into gold?
Bydealingwith these questions, the PoliVisu project aims to guide public adminis-
trations in adopting a data supported policy making process, developing a theoretical
model describing the different stages of policy making and the role data can play in
each step of the process. This topic is discussed in the first part of the paper, where
practical examples drawn from the PoliVisu pilot’s direct experience are shared to
further the understanding of the model and the possible uses of data for urban poli-
cies. The second part focuses on the different typologies and ways of implementing
relevant data-related activities that should be carried out in a policy making context
to define and answer a policy question effectively.
6.2 Policy Making Supported by Data
In PoliVisu, we assume to work with a model based on the policy cycle that
means conceiving policy as a process, by conceptualising it as a data-assisted policy
experimentation cycle consisting of interrelated, stepwise or cyclical stages.
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Fig. 6.1 The policy cycle model
The type and role of data analysis can change at each stage of the policy making
process.
The policy cycle model (Fig. 6.1) consists of 3 stages: policy design, policy
implementation, and policy evaluation. Every stage consists of several steps. The
stages and steps do not follow each other in a linear manner, rather they are defined
as overlapping and cyclical. Moreover, the stages of policy making tend to become
more integrated and overlapping when data is involved (Concilio and Pucci 2021).
Before discussing this model in more detail, a common understanding is required
of the data-based analysis types that can be employed during the policy making
process. Here in Table 6.1 we provide the definitions, starting with relatively simple
analysis types and proceeding to more complex ones.
All the previous data analysis types and techniques can be employed in a data-
supported policy cycle model which typically consists of three stages: design,
implementation, and evaluation.
6.2.1 Policy Design
The first stage of the policy cycle model is policy design (Fig. 6.2). The policy design
stage is focused on highlighting a collective policy problem, identifying a set of goals
and objectives in relation to it and defining policy strategies and actions to contribute
to solving the problem. The essential steps of policy design are problem setting,
policy formulation and scenario analysis.
Problem setting highlights the existence of a problem and legitimizes it as a
collective problem to be faced. It consists of an analysis of the existing policy and
how it deals with the problem. It also includes a reconstruction of the public debate,
and the identification of the stakeholders and actors potentially involved. In the
problem setting step, data can be useful to explore the effectiveness of past policies
and to better know the current urban phenomena affecting the problem. The depiction
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Table 6.1 Types of data analysis
Exploratory analysis (What is the data?)
This is the first, but most crucial part of data analysis. The purpose of an exploratory analysis is
to gain insights in data characteristics, to assess the potential of the data, to answer the policy
question and to get ideas for the analysis. An exploratory analysis does not directly result in
information to be used in the policy making process. It is merely a preparatory step for the main
analysis in order to define the usefulness and quality of a data source and to gather information
for designing the main analysis
Reporting and monitoring (What is happening?)
Reporting and monitoring are considered as the most basic type of analytics. Data is cleaned and
new features might be created through integration and aggregation of raw data features. These
original and derived features are then visualised, often in real time
Descriptive analysis (What did happen?)
A descriptive analysis describes the situation through standard statistical analysis methods. This
usually includes averages, general trends, relations, and variations of a variable in several
scenarios. Although a descriptive analysis can detect and highlight correlations between
observations, it should not draw conclusions on causal relations. Moreover, when using only
descriptive statistics (mean, mode, ranges of the variables), the conclusions of the descriptive
analysis should stick to what is seen in the data. To deduce properties of a larger real-life
population, that is beyond the data sample, inferential statistics must be used in the descriptive
analysis. Some descriptive analysis results might be integrated into reporting dashboards or
monitoring visualisations
Diagnostic analysis (Why did it happen?)
Knowing what happened is the first step, but it is not enough to make a confident decision. A
diagnostic analysis aims at explaining the findings of the descriptive analysis. This often
requires a combination and analysis of other data sources. By diving deeper into multiple data
sources and looking for patterns, a diagnostic analysis tries to identify and determine causal
relationships. More advanced statistical methods such as probability theory and regression
analysis can be used to test hypotheses about why something is visible in the data. Also,
machine learning techniques can help recognising patterns, detecting anomalies and identifying
the most influential variables
Predictive analysis (What will happen?)
Once the diagnostic analysis allows an understanding of why something happened, predictive
analysis can help determine what can be expected to happen next. Of course, all predictions have
their shortcomings and should be handled with care. Still, having some information on potential
future scenarios will help policy makers to make better decisions. Moreover, the continuous
development of modern analytical techniques and the availability of big data, will enable more
and more organisations to use predictions with fast-increasing reliability. A predictive analysis
takes as input a series of independent variables. Statistical models and artificial intelligence
techniques are then used to predict the most likely outcome, the dependent variable. Predictive
analysis techniques are based on the development or training of a predictive model. Data
scientists need to work closely together with policy makers to avoid poor business assumptions
and ensure the predictive model makes sense. Also, qualitative training data must be available
(continued)
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Table 6.1 (continued)
Prescriptive analysis (How can I make it happen?)
Prescriptive analysis helps to make decisions about what to do to attain a desired outcome. A
prescriptive analysis starts from a predictive model and adds constraints and business rules to it.
Prescriptive analyses are suited when the number of variables to be taken into account and the
amount of data to digest, exceed the human capabilities. Prescriptive analyses require business
rules and constraints to be precise. This requires close collaboration of the data scientist with the
policy maker or decision maker to ensure the analysis provides meaningful recommendations.
Prescriptive models can be very complex, and the appropriate techniques must be applied to
consider all possible outcomes and prevent erroneous conclusions. As for predictive analysis,
the key to prevent costly mistakes is training and testing the model
Fig. 6.2 Policy design cycle and data-related activities
of ongoing trends and the consequent definition of the problem can be supported by
the collected data. An as-is representation aids understanding the problem at hand.
In this step exploratory, descriptive, and diagnostic analysis methods can help
to understand the data, describe the properties of the problem through the available
data, and define the exact dimensions of the problem. Since the problem setting
step is merely aimed at defining the policy problem and not at finding solutions, the
predictive and prescriptive analysis methods are not suited for this step.
Several examples of how data can assist the assessment of a policy problem are
given below.
Through traffic sensors and floating cars, we can collect data in real-time related
to the movement of vehicles, their speed, and the occupancy of a road. With smart
cards for the Public transport users and vehicle sharing systems we can learn the
position and information related to each user. In both cases, data can help analysing
the functioning of urban infrastructures and services.
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As a regional capital, Pilsen suffers from traffic congestion because of the city
design, increasing traffic and the organization of mobility and transport. In the
Pilsen Pilot a traffic dashboard has been developed that shows congestion in
real time, allowing to identify at which location congestion is present, how
severe it is and how long it lasts. This aids in identifying the problem and
getting information on the severity and the complexity of the policy problem.
Mobile phone traffic data can be used to consider the position of each device
connected to the cellular network (and, consequently, of the person who owns the
device). From this, we can learn mobility patterns of the owners, time-space vari-
ability of population distribution in cities and classification of urban spaces according
to mobile phone uses.
In the Ghent pilot the goal is to identify the location of student residencies.
In the Ghent pilot, mobile phone data was used to identify the distribution
of student residents in the city. Two important lessons were learned from this.
First, becausemobile phone data is highly sensitivewhen it comes to privacy the
raw data is not available for the public administration. The raw data remains
with the telecom provider and only aggregated data is shared, limiting the
possible types of analysis. Second, the precision of the location of a mobile
device is limited to a polygon that is surrounded by cell towers.
Data from social networking services (such as Facebook, Twitter, Instagram,
WeChat and others). From this, we can learn information about the location of city
users and about the activities they are participating in, daily travel patterns, opinions,
feelings and (self)track of habits, performances, and behaviours.
The Ghent pilot attempted to employ social media data to determine the
behavioural patterns of students but had to conclude that the data could not
be used. First, there was only a relatively small, and probably biased, number
of users. Second, the data provided on e.g. location referred to a general point
within the city and was not a reflection of the position of the user.
The Issy-les-Moulineaux pilot offered the opportunity to test some tools to
crowdsource data that can evaluate the measures put in place during the local
main event. During this event approximately 25.000 people were in town over
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a few hours. The usefulness of the tools to detect any issues related to trans-
port and mobility through a sentiment analysis with this tool was identified.
Unfortunately, data wasn’t useful due to limitations to access data of the most
used, by citizens, social networks (Facebook and Instagram).
The second step in the policy design stage, policy formulation, is directed towards
the identification of shared objectives and the alternative options for intervention in
relation to the problem defined in the previous phase.
In this step, predictive and prescriptive analysis methods can be employed to
support the choice between alternative measures. For a given policy problem several
possible policy measures might exist. In this step the pros and cons of every measure
are investigated and eventually one policymeasure is chosen. Experimental iterations
in the policy making process can be used to diagnose the effect of different scenarios.
At the same time, these iterations are a good opportunity to gather training data,
validate and refine predictive models.
The pilot of Issy-les-Moulineaux developed a mobility dashboard to visualise
and identify the most important congestion points in a detailed way to support
the policy makers in taking decisions and defining policies. As a first result,
it became clear that the bulk of traffic originates from cars passing through,
and not from inhabitants of Issy-les-Moulineaux. In collaboration with a local
start-up an application was tested in congested areas to propose different
paths, defined by the City on precise data (and not just on algorithms), and
to communicate to drivers in real time.
The last step of the policy design stage, scenario analysis, can be carried out once
a policy measure has been chosen by the use of different methods to “create a set of
the plausible futures” rather than “forecasting of the most probable future” (Amer
et al. 2013, p. 25). Such a different focus explains why scenarios are not appropriate
in forecasting but rather in “backcasting”, that is, identifying desirable futures and
the action required to attain them.
By considering existing trends and possible future developments, thanks to predic-
tive and prescriptive analysis of data, it becomes possible to assess the potential
benefits and costs of different alternative scenarios and, by doing this, making a
decision.
6.2.2 Policy Implementation
The policy implementation stage (Fig. 6.3) is focused on the realisation of a policy
plan. In this stage, the monitoring of early impacts is the key. The essential steps are
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Fig. 6.3 Policy implementation cycle and data-related activities
the making of the implementation plan, its realization (implementation), on-going
monitoring, and communication.
The implementation plan is necessary for policy implementation to be as effective
as possible. While doing this the opportunities for data-based monitoring activities
should be considered. When a data collection plan is included in the implementation
plan, data collection infrastructures need to be designed together with data analysis
for the implementation step.
In the Mechelen pilot a regional traffic model is being used to study the traffic
in the city. A recent policy decision introduced the concept of “school streets”,
streets that are being closed at the beginning and at the end of the school day.
The traffic model combined with local traffic count data measures and analyses
the impact of school streets on traffic behaviour in and around the school streets.
In this step, data can be useful to guarantee the full impact of the policy implemen-
tation and the achievement of the policy goals. Descriptive and predictive analysis
methods are the most relevant in this step, because data can help to describe the
current situation and context, namely all the spatial and socio-economical aspects
affected by and involved in the process- the policy decision is directed to. From the
other, predictive methods can be designed to foresee the impact of a policy decision
and how the decision will affect the context.
The implementation of a policy might require a lot of time and can produce
important temporary effects in the context. In this step, data can be useful to verify
that policies are implemented as planned and to check early policy impacts. Insights
from reporting and monitoring activities and diagnostic analyses can support policy
tuning where needed.
This step is crucial because it can be performed in an experimental way that
considers the data generated as a result of the impact of the policy interventions so
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far. In fact, if an effectivemonitoring plan is associatedwith the implementation plan,
the implementation step can be sided by a step of on-going monitoring. In this step,
data can be collected concerning all aspects that are hypothesized to be influenced
by the policy decision, just as it is being implemented. An observation of the context
on a daily basis can in fact create a rich learning opportunity both for the institutions
as for the citizens in the context.
During the entire policymaking process communication is essential. This includes
communication with citizens, communities, and other stakeholders, allowing them
to participate in the policy making process and even take part in the data collection
process. To be most effective communication should take place in parallel with the
implementation of the policy decision.
6.2.3 Policy Evaluation
The policy evaluation stage (Fig. 6.4) examines the desired and undesired impacts
achieved through the implementation of a policy. It monitors how the policy
contributed to address the initial problem, whether possible disadvantages were
avoided, which advantages arose and how a policy is likely to perform in the future.
How a policy should be evaluated needs be decided when a policy problem is
defined. Policy evaluation takes place throughout the whole policy cycle with a final
evaluation stage at the end. The definition of the issues to be faced and the objectives
to be achieved already determine what data will be relevant for evaluation, and what
procedures for data collection and evaluation need to be established. An evaluation
not only refers to final results, but rather to the whole planning and implementation
progress.
Fig. 6.4 Policy evaluation cycle and data-related activities
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To be able to perform a policy evaluation, a data collection plan is included in the
step of Impact assessment for supporting, at least:
• multidimensional qualitative and quantitative impact assessments;
• observation of direct and/or indirect effects—for instance at the urban level;
• participatory evaluation—i.e. shared with, and possibly affected by, the very same
stakeholders involved in the policy implementation process.
During the impact assessment step exploratory, descriptive, diagnostic, and
prescriptive analysis methods can be useful, next to reporting and monitoring
activities.
In the city of Pilsen, the Sustainable Urban Mobility Plan (SUMP) is currently
being implemented. It is amobility plan, up to the year 2025, which includes 82
measures for better mobility in the city. In the PoliVisu project we created tools
for visualising the state of traffic before, during and after the implementation
of SUMP measures. These visualisations help to evaluate the impacts of the
measures.
Thanks to the analysis carried out in the impact assessment step, it is possible
to discover the policy results and to evaluate how successful the policy was, based
on expectations set during the policy design stage. This approach allows us to crit-
ically revise the contents of the policy measures, as well to reconsider the nature
of the problem itself. It is possible to obtain new insights on the characteristics of
the problem, on its evolution over time and on possible new deployable strategic
responses to tackle it.
The last step, problem restructuring, represents a moment of retrospective reflec-
tion in which the descriptive and diagnostic analysis from the data can contribute to
reconsidering the initial problem. A new definition of the problem will consequently
lead to the development of a new data supported policy making process, and to the
definition of a new data analysis question that will guide the data related activities.
In this way, the processes of data supported policy making can be configured as a
continuous set of experimental activities implemented dynamically by public admin-
istrations for the continuous discovery of policy problems and testing of possible
solutions.
6.3 Policy-Oriented Data Activities
In a data-supported policy making process, most effort is spent on identifying or
developing tools that analyse and visualise a well-defined type of data in order to
support the decision process. In cases where the required data is already known, and
the information question is well advanced, this approach can be effective. However,
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Fig. 6.5 Policy-oriented data activities framework
in the policymaking context most policy problems still require a translation to amore
specific information question and relevant data is often not easily available or identifi-
able. Also, data visualisations might need frequent adaptations to a varying audience
and to the specific story the policy maker wants to communicate. On top of this
flexibility, policy makers often have the urgency to respond to problematic circum-
stances. The combination of all these requirements asks for a different approach to
the data activities supporting the policy making process.
Figure 6.5 provides a practical framework developed with the experiences of the
PoliVisu project. The framework in which the policy makers and their support teams
operate. It describes a policy-oriented approach to data-analysis and data visual-
isation. This approach suggests a close collaboration between data literate policy
makers and data specialists. The iterative nature of the collaboration aims to ensure
the data analysis is well customized to support the policy question.
6.3.1 Differentiating Roles and Competences
The framework considers the different roles, tasks and competencies involved in the
process. The main actors are the policy maker, the data analyst or data scientist, the
data engineer and the developer. In small organisations, multiple roles can be covered
by one single actor, but given the specific competencies associated with each role,
this is not recommended for larger organisations andmore complex policy questions.
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The policy makers main activities and competencies are related to the policy
making process. This policy-oriented data-analysis framework describes data-
activities for each of the stages of the policy making process as described in the
policy making model.
Although data is not the main focus, some data literacy is demanded from the
policy maker. In a data-supported organisation, a decision maker or policy maker
must be familiar with the possibilities and restrictions of using data. On one hand,
theymust be able to clearly identify and formulate the information requested to a data-
analysts or data scientists.On the other hand, theymust be able to interpret data results
and visualisations correctly. Depending on the data literacy of the decision makers,
they can be closely accompanied by a researcher, since these roles are often skilled
in translating business or policy problems into information and analysis questions.
Data analysts or data scientists are charged with the analysis of the data and
the visualisation of the results. In short, their task is to make data useful for the
policy maker. A close collaboration of the data analyst or data scientist with the
policy maker is essential to clearly define and understand the data analysis question.
Data visualisations play a key role in the conversations between policy makers and
data specialists. To perform their tasks, data analysts and data scientists need access
to data and have access to platforms for data-analysis and data visualisation. These
will be provided by data engineers and developers.
Data engineers are responsible for providing access to data, the main resource for
data analysts and data scientists. To enable quick and flexible responses to policy
information questions, data engineersmust organise quick and generic access to (raw)
data for exploration and analysis. Some of the data will be explored but not used in
the final data analyses or visualisations. If the final analysis result is considered
useful, the data access and data streams will need to be automated in production
data-pipelines to be frequently updated and available for the end-user, the policy
maker, via the visualisation. Organisational approaches and methodologies to deal
with these challenges, go beyond the scope of this framework. Although the data
engineer has a specific role, it is often combined with the other IT-oriented role in
the process: the developer. Besides the provision of tools and platforms, the developer
can contribute to the automation of analyses.
6.3.2 Balancing Flexibility and Usability
The required velocity and flexibility of policy-oriented data analyses do not allow
a conventional development lead time for every new data visualisation. Similar to
data engineers, developers need to provide generic and flexible platforms for analysis
and visualisation. Two kinds of tools can be distinguished based on the target users
and the trade-off between flexibility and versatility on one side, and usability and
required expertise on the other side.
From one side, data analysts and data scientists need flexible and versatile anal-
ysis platforms. Since they are considered data experts the interfaces can be built
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for advanced users and might even be code-based. These platforms include a wide
range of analysis and visualisation methods, but graphical customization options are
often limited. Since data scientists are expected to deal with large and big datasets,
computation performance is an important requirement for these analysis platforms.
From the other, the second type of tools required for policy-oriented data analysis
still provides a wide range of visualisation options, allows some data manipulation,
and deals with multiple data types. It combines this flexibility with easy to use
interfaces and visual customization options. Data scientists and data analysts can
use these tools to communicate analysis results with policy makers via dynamic
visualisations. Less technically skilled data analysts and policy makers themselves
will use these generic tools to explore data and analysis results, discover insights and
build basic dynamic visualisations. These self-service tools provide data analysts
and policy makers with large independence to quickly respond to policy information
questions without the need for development skills or budget and time consuming
IT-projects.
6.3.3 Transforming Iterations into Experimental Drivers
The policy-oriented data analysis framework shows common analysis steps and anal-
ysis types from a data analyst and data scientist viewpoint. The framework proposes
an iterative approach to enhance flexibility and agile refinement of the analysis to fit
the policy questions.
Each analysis iteration starts with defining or refining the data analysis question
and the appropriate analysis type and method that will be used in the next iteration.
The next step is the identification and collection of input data. It is highly recom-
mended that a quality assessment is conducted on the collected data to ensure or
estimate the reliability of the results that will be used for policy making.
In the pilot of Ghent the goal is to identify the location of student residencies
in order to assess the pressure on the housing market. In the city administra-
tion several information sources on residential students were used in different
departments. These datasets were gathered, cleaned and their quality was eval-
uated. The quality assessment revealed that the quality of the data was not
sufficient and that the necessary information was not present to measure the
real impact.
When starting with a new data analysis question or new data, it is recommended
to perform an exploratory analysis to ‘get to know’ the data. The purpose of the
exploratory analysis is to gain insight into data characteristics, to assess the potential
of the data to answer the policy information question and to get ideas for the main
analysis. Data analysts or data scientists explore the data using basic visualisations
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and summary statistics. This exploration should not take too long but it is crucial
for the efficiency of the next analysis steps. Since multiple data sources might be
explored, this iteration can be repeated multiple times for one policy information
question.
In the Pilsen pilot, a traffic model is constructed to assess and monitor traffic
flows thanks to a combination of modelling data and live traffic sensor data.
A lot of possible data sources can be entered into the model, such as geo-
time series of detectors and their interpolation, Police (Municipal/ČR) events
and car accidents. These datasets have been explored and samples of the
datasets have been used for preliminary visualisations.
Before starting the actual data analysis, the collected data often needs somemanip-
ulation. Data cleaning is about detecting and correcting unexpected, incorrect, incon-
sistent, or irrelevant data. The quality of the input data will determine the usability of
every analysis result, no matter how complex the algorithm that is used: qualitative
data always beats fancy algorithms. Data scientists spend a considerable part - up to
60% - of their time on cleaning and formatting data. It is clear that access to clean
and structured data can save a lot of time and proper cleaning is essential for reliable
results to support decision making.
Feature engineering is the process of creating new input features by combining
or categorising the existing features of the raw data. Which features will be created
depends on the analysis the data will be used for. This step requires a good under-
standing of the data definitions and involves domain expertise. This means assump-
tions made by the data analyst or data scientist in this phase should be carefully
discussed with the policy makers.
After completing the data cleaning and feature engineering steps, the raw data
has been transformed into an analytical base table.
In the Ghent pilot, data related to the policy problem was not available
from administrative data sources. Therefore, new possible data sources were
explored, such as telecom data and Wi-Fi sniffing data. To effectively under-
stand the data that would be delivered by the telecom provider several meetings
were organised with the data scientists from the company. This allowed the
company to fully understand the analysis question, to construct a plan together
and for the members of the local administration to understand the data results
they would be receiving.
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In Flanders, the Federal police road accident data has been used to map road
accidents to specific locations on a map. PoliVisu was able to map 87% of
the road accidents consistently on a map for the last five years. Several meet-
ings with specialists from the police and the traffic safety institutes lead to an
interactive map, including the location of schools. New data sources combined
with interactive co-creative session commences furthering data manipulation
experiments with ANPR data that gives more insights in traffic intensity and
driving speed. The final result will be a traffic safety map instead of a road
accident map.
The analytical base table can now be used in analysis algorithms to derive new
information from the data. The different types of analyses are discussed in paragraph
6.2. At the end of the analysis iteration, the results are visualised and interpreted.
The iterative approach in this model suggests not to get stuck on the design of
the perfect data analysis question. Instead, a first analysis iteration is executed with
the basic analysis ideas. Sometimes the first results can already serve the policy
maker or can be used to redirect the analysis question. Gradually, more complexity
can be added to the analysis, learning from the previous iterations. The increasing
complexity can be related to the policy question and the amount of variables that need
to be taken into account. Analysis iterations might also gradually add complexity
to the analysis method that is used. It is common to start with descriptive analysis,
evolving to diagnostic and predictive analysis, to finally develop prescriptive analysis
models to drive decisions.
The goal of the pilot of Issy-les-Moulineaux was to achieve a shift in behaviour
concerning car use through a communication campaign. In the first, simpler,
analysis iteration it was shown that only 27% of the local population uses
the car, and that the congestion problem is mainly caused by traffic passing
through. This allowed us to adapt the implementation plan and perform more
specific and complex analyses in the second iteration.
6.4 Conclusions
Although data seems to be everywhere nowadays, finding suitable qualitative data
is often the first obstacle to be overcome in data supported policy making. Turning
the data into relevant insights is the next big challenge. Data visualisations and
analyses can provide these insights if the policy question is well defined and correctly
interpreted. Different data analysis types will be used depending on the phase in
the policy making process. Performing the data analysis and the creation of data
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visualisations in an iterative way, enables the data analysis to be adapted to the needs
of the policy maker while gradually increasing the complexity. The introduction of
an explicit collaboration between the data literate policy maker and the data experts
during these iterations, will ensure that the data response properly fits the policy
question.Data visualisationswith intermediate resultswill support this collaboration.
The use of flexible data platforms and generic tools for data access, analysis and
visualisation can provide the versatility and velocity requested by policy makers.
The pilot experiences in the PoliVisu project permitted the development of a data
supported policy making model and a practical framework for policy-oriented data
activities.
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Chapter 7
Data-Related Ecosystems in Policy
Making: The PoliVisu Contexts
Giovanni Lanza
Abstract The article explores the complexity of the ecosystems that develop around
data supported policy making. This complexity, which can be traced back to the
multiplicity of actors involved, the roles they assume in the different steps of the
decision making process, and the nature of the relationships they establish, takes
on new connotations following the rising use of data for public policies. In fact,
issues related to data ownership and the ability to collect, manage, and translate data
into useful information for policy makers require the involvement of several actors,
generating ecosystems where co-creation strategies are confronted with the limits of
action of the public administrations within broader social and decisional networks.
Based on this background, the article aims to provide, through the analysis of the
direct experiences conducted by the pilot cities involved in the PoliVisu project, an
overview of the opportunities and challenges related to the impact of data in the
evolution of decision making networks and ecosystems in the data shake era.
Keywords Actor-network theory · Data supported policy making · Digital
transformation · Decision making ecosystems
7.1 Introduction
Thanks to the development and the widespread diffusion of information and commu-
nication technologies (ICT), contemporary cities produce an increasing amount of
digital data. This unprecedented availability of information about the behaviours,
choices, needs, and desires of large samples of individuals collected on extended time
frames allows the adoption of a holistic perspective on emerging urban dynamics in a
way that can deeply innovate how public policies are constructed (Rabari and Storper
2015; Kitchin 2014a, b). The literature focuses on this opportunity, underlining the
possibility, introduced by the constant availability of digital data, to conceive the
policy making process as a continuous experimental activity. In this framework, the
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approach to a public issue is based on the diagnosis of current trends as a starting point
to design future scenarios. Then, the policy response is dynamically implemented,
and its impact is evaluated by considering, through the analysis of data-based feed-
back, the reactions and effects produced by the policy itself. Thanks to the ongoing
data revolution, decision makers can thus not only rely on an increasing analytical
capacity which enables them to shed light on the complex dynamics which involve
contemporary cities and their populations, but also to respond more effectively to
emerging issues through the implementation of targeted public policies.
However, it is essential to point out that the opportunity to promote institutional-
ized data-supported policymakingprocesses entails several difficultieswhosemagni-
tude is directly proportional to the complexity of the interactive network of public
and private actors involved and, clearly, to the complexity of the problems to be
addressed.
Among the possible challenges facing public administrations, two seem particu-
larly relevant to this article.
The first challenge concerns the possibility (or the willingness) of a public actor
to experiment with the use of digital data to drive its decision making activities
(Thakuriah et al. 2017). This opportunity is influenced both by the actor’s propensity
to innovate and by the position the actor occupies in the institutional framework of
reference: a variation in the availability of political and economic resources, that are
both necessary in the field of digital innovation, can generate potential imbalances
between administrations.
A second challenge concerns the ability to structure a culture of datacy, which,
in Batini’s words (2018), is a measure of the decision makers’ capability to collect
different data, evaluate its quality, interrogate, and use it to analyse reality and solve
complex problems. This perspective is based on the ability (and the necessity) to
build political, technical, and legal frameworks to let individuals and government
entities to be able, for each phase of the policy making process, to collect, access,
produce, and analyse data-based information of which the production and ownership
are increasingly fragmented. Thus, cities face the growing need to involve additional
actors and expertise, from data owners to technical partners, ultimately increasing
the level of institutional complexity of the data-related ecosystems.
The two challenges underline the importance and the need for a behavioural
change on the part of decision makers who, due to the effects of the data shake, find
themselves involved in increasingly complex and ramifieddecisionmaking networks.
Within these ecosystems, whose level of complexity is linked to the content and
relevance of the policy in question, the opportunities and challenges introduced by
the data bring the participating actors, some of themnewbutwith increasingly central
roles, to interact with each other in new and dynamic ways.
Therefore, public administrations are required to develop the ability to build and
manage these ecosystems by limiting potential conflicts between stakeholders and
adopting strategies to deal with some critical aspects related to digital innovation,
such as the problems of data ownership and the dependency on providers of data and
technologies.
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In this article, some characteristics of these ecosystems are analysed, with partic-
ular attention to the new types of participant actors and to the new data-oriented
relations they establish, referring to the experiences of the pilot cities of the PoliVisu
project that have been directly confronted with this relevant effect of the data shake.
7.2 The PoliVisu Project as a Testbed for Digital Innovation
The PoliVisu project, developed within the European Horizon 2020 program frame-
work, offers an interesting case study to analyse and understand the opportunities
and challenges of digital innovation in urban governance. PoliVisu, in particular,
aims to test the usefulness of data visualisations, collected from different sources,
and related to multiple urban issues, in supporting public sector’s decision making
activities. To achieve this aim, in the awareness of the technical-political impli-
cations associated with the nature of these experiments, the project promotes the
establishment of a system of relationships and mutual support by including actors
with different expertise and competences in the PoliVisu consortium.
In this macro-network, the pilot cities’ administrations have played the most rele-
vant role for the topic of the present article, mediating between the general objective
of the project and the difficulties inherent in dealing with the contextual and concrete
promotion of data supported policy making they have experimented. To face the
challenges they encountered while implementing their activities, partners have built
local micro-networks, involving both other members of the consortium and external
local actors to respond, with a data and visualisation-based approach, to the main
policy questions arising in their specific contexts.
Thanks to the analysis and mapping of the activities of the pilot cities it has been
possible to paint a policy network canvas for eachmunicipality, whose characteristics
are discussed in the following sections of the article.
This analysis has allowed us to capture to what extent each city took the oppor-
tunity to use the resources and the context of PoliVisu to test a new and different
approach to policy making and governance. The identified ecosystems, which are
flexible and evolving networks of relationships, exist and change according to the
emerging public issues to be faced. In fact, the contents of a policy affect the type
of actors to be involved in the network and the choice and availability of data to
collect, analyse, and visualise. This condition has emerged in the PoliVisu project,
where the pilot cities differ in size and in their position in their administrative frame-
work of reference. Moreover, they have been confronted with emerging local issues
that, although primarily related to mobility, have been tackled differently due to the
different availability of data and the influence of the local and supra-local political
agendas, thus leading to the construction of networks of varying complexity.
Five pilots are participating in the PoliVisu project. The case of Issy-les-
Moulineaux (France) concerns a medium-small city of the Paris metropolitan region
affected by high levels of car congestion. This condition is mainly due to the city’s
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economic vitality and commuting transit to and from Paris. Therefore, Issy-les-
Moulineaux wishes to communicate real-time traffic information to citizens and
develop a control dashboard to support the public administration’s operative sectors
in their planning activities. The Issy pilot’s primary goals are related to establishing an
effective and clear communication with the citizens (to achieve a long-term effect of
behavioural change inmobility habits) and to test how data visualisations can support
decision making processes and facilitate collaboration within the administration.
A different situation characterizes the pilot of Ghent (Belgium), which aims to
identify the hidden population of students. Every year many unregistered students
reside in Ghent, widely influencing the housing market and the mobility system.
Identifying where students live can help the policy making process and produce
positive and relevant impacts on the city’s liveability.
Also, the pilot of Pilsen (Czech Republic) is mainly focused on mobility. The
layout of the city causes several congestion challenges and problems. To monitor
and predict the impact of changes, such as roadworks, the traffic model developed
for the city will be improved during the project using traffic sensor data to identify
and visualise traffic volumes and their changes over time.
The Mechelen pilot (Belgium) has two main objectives. The first objective is
to provide traffic modelling for the city. Mechelen, together with the police zone
Mechelen-Willebroek, has integrated an existing traffic model and aims to enrich
its usefulness by adding data from ANPR (Automatic number-plate Recognition)
cameras. The traffic model will be used as a predictive tool to monitor the impact
of planned road works in the city. The second objective deals with the recently
introduced “school streets” where traffic calming solutions such as road closures are
in place. The aim is to measure and analyze traffic and congestion variation (both
in the closed streets and the neighboring streets) before and after implementing the
measure.
Finally, the Flanders pilot (Belgium) concerns the traffic accident map, a tool that
visualises the traffic accident data which is obtained from the federal police, allowing
specialized analytics directly onmap (through heatmaps and application of advanced
filters).
It can be noted that the pilot cities are very different both in terms of the issues
they deal with and in the roles played by the involved actors within the decisional
ecosystems. However, the analysis of the activities and networks built by the pilots,
which is presented in the following sections of this article, shows that evident simi-
larities can be identified in the challenges they face and the strategies they are putting
in place to tackle them.
The mapping of the activities and networks that have developed thus becomes a
valuable resource both during the implementation of the experiments and in a subse-
quent phase of process evaluation to manage and understand the complex decision
making ecosystems of the digital age.
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7.3 Actors and Roles in Data-Related Policy Making
Ecosystems
In the field of public policy analysis, the social network that develops around any
policy decision represents a fundamental object of study. In fact, the reconstruction
of the stages of a decisionmaking process allows us to understand how the participant
actors, the relationships they establish, and the resources they spend, have contributed
to achieving a certain outcome, namely, the public decision that is the object of
analysis (Dente 2011). Although this analytical technique seems more suitable to
study processes in a posteriori perspective, therefore considering decisions that have
already been taken, it is still interesting to try to apply it in the context of PoliVisu
and the pilots’ activities, where the experimental nature of the project introduces
an additional element of complexity. In fact, the challenges faced by pilots in their
path have led to a deeper reflection on their internal organization and the possible
evolution of their activities and role in the era of digital innovation.
As a result, it seems reductive to analyse the cases starting from the assumption
that the pilots have linearly shaped their activities by focusing only on the initial
problem throughout the process. Rather, starting from a specific issue that would
have represented an interesting field of data and visualisation experiment, the pilots
have generally organized their own micro-network and changed their behaviour to
respond to the difficulties they encountered in progressing their activities.
For this reason, the analysis of the pilot cities’ networks is related to processes that
are still ongoing where the local public administrations keep on experimenting with
new kinds of interactions and opportunities. In this perspective, the experimentation
becomes a useful approach to guide the public sector in the transition to the digital
age acquiring, in the process, a new awareness of its role and responsibilities.
The analysis carried out for the PoliVisu cases is mainly based on the model
proposed by Dente (2011) but introducing some changes to adapt the model to
the innovations brought by the data shake on decision making ecosystems. Among
these, one of the most important appears to be the widening of the range of actors
involved. Establishing an agile and effective data supported policy making is an
interdisciplinary challenge that requires the co-presence of multiple perspectives.
These different viewpoints are related to specific competencies that are not easily
found in onemulti-talented person. PoliVisu’s experience confirms that, in the digital
age, the presence and collaboration of different expertise and the availability of
multiple viewpoints becomes an essential resource (Wiliford and Henry 2012) to
create an environment in which decisions and the use of data to support them can be
developed in an integrated and effective way. Through participant observation and
interviews, the actors that each pilot has involved have been identified according to
their roles within an actor-network scheme and organized into four categories, which
should not be considered impermeable; each actor, in fact, can play different roles
in the process, thus contributing to making these ecosystems even more complex
(Fig. 7.1).
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Fig. 7.1 Example of the actor-network from the case of Ghent
Politicians justify their actions based on available political resources given by
their status of elected representatives of citizens. In the PoliVisu pilot’s case, each
context shows different configurations of the participation of politicians in the deci-
sion making network. This outcome is due to the fact that the cities involved repre-
sent different countries, each one characterized by its specific structure and culture
of governance and policy objectives that may or may not facilitate the promotion
of digital innovation paths at the municipal level. Although the pilot cases are
very different from each other, the analysis shows that regardless of the level of
autonomy of each city in promoting its experimental approach to data supported
policy making, the role of supralocal policy actors is relevant since it can enable
and facilitate, through the definition of regulatory frameworks, the experimental
data-oriented activities of local governments.
Many of the political actors identified in the networks represent complex and
diverse organizations. It happens that, for example, the same organization can take
on both a political and administrative role. Therefore, all those actors who actively
participate in the functioningof the administrativemachine andwhose action is bound
by political guidelines and legal frameworks have been indicated as civil servants. In
PoliVisu and other data-related ecosystems, a central role is assumed by the offices
for data and information (smart city department). Their task is to facilitate digital
innovation by continually mediating between the inputs of political actors, the needs
of other public administration members, and the proposals and requests of external
partners, such as data providers and technical experts. The civil servants of a smart
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city office are essentially dynamic figures working in a multidisciplinary environ-
ment, in line with the evolution of governance in the era of digital innovation. Their
role requires a specific ability to interact with other public administration sectors,
responding to their requests and facilitating their activity through a continuous ability
to communicate with external partners that provide data and services that the public
administration does not own.
These interactions are supported by the third type of actor identified during the
analysis, the experts, who possess specific skills or knowledge resources that can be
spent in policy making processes. Since public administrations are transforming into
data-driven organizations, many of the expertise needed to extract value from data
may be available within the structure, and it is for this reason that in the decisional
ecosystems of the PoliVisu pilots central actors such as the smart city offices take
on at the same time the role of civil servants and experts. However, as shown by
the PoliVisu cases, referring to external actors is necessary when this expertise is
not available within the organization or when it comes to access to data not directly
produced or owned by the public sector.
Indeed, if in the past we could argue that the public sector was holding a large
number of datasets to be opened, today we have a growing number of high-value
datasets held by private bodies and not being used for a public will. To obtain this
data, public authorities need to negotiate and buy it from private companies. External
data providers are thus becoming an increasingly important player within decision
making ecosystems.
They fall within the fourth and final category, the one of the actors with special
interests. The actors that play this role participate directly or indirectly in the process
for two main reasons.
The first is linked to the fact that the policy decision in question may affect
their interests. This mechanism may lead either to the actor’s direct participation in
the decisional arena or by influencing (both directly and indirectly) the other actors
involved in the construction of the policy. The latter option happens, for instance,with
citizens or other policy recipients/targets that may express their favour or opposition
to a policy through public opinion and voice.
The second is related to the fact that actors representing special interests can
build, by participating into the policy making arena, further opportunities beneficial
for their interests, as happens in the case of data and service providers interested in
collaborating with public administrations to promote their business, build know-how
and gain visibility. The relationship with these actors, which are generally external
to the organization but fundamental to access data, requires both the existence and
adoption of procurement frameworks and good negotiation skills from the public
sector.
The actors and roles that have been identified are the results of a generaliza-
tion based on the PoliVisu pilots’ experience. Observing how cities have extended
through their experimental activities these ecosystems even beyond the borders and
the actors of the project, it is thus demonstrated that digital innovation challenges
are faced by involving several and different actors and expertise. However, it should
be stressed that an expansion of the network can, in turn, introduce new challenges
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that cities must face. In fact, too complex networks featuring a wide variety of points
of view expressed by different actors, or very dense ones characterized by a large
number of relationships involving at the same time several actors, tend to be less
manageable and limit the chances of a successful decision making process. Pursuing
a balance between the expansion of the network and its sustainability is one of the
great challenges introduced by the data shake that is probably engaging the pilots of
PoliVisu and many other cities in the world.
7.4 Data-Related Relations
Digital innovation in policymaking requires the presence and joint action of multiple
actors and expertise, leading to the consequent expansion of decisionmaking ecosys-
tems. However, the increasing complexity of these processes is due to the growing
number of players involved and the nature of the interactions they establish. In this
context, the involvement of new actors is functional in developing new and prof-
itable relationships necessary to overcome problems and challenges induced by data
and visualisation use in policy making processes. By operating an abstraction, deci-
sion making ecosystems can be seen as networks of nodes and lines. Each node
represents an actor who, as we have seen previously, takes on one or more roles
depending on the interest or duty that drives its participation in the process. More-
over, according to the role it assumes, each actor possesses certain resources that
can be economic, political, cognitive, legal, and relationship based. Therefore, the
participation and behaviour of each actor within the network will be influenced by
the availability of resources and whether the same actor is willing to spend them to
achieve its objectives. Consequently, the interaction between actors can essentially
be interpreted as an exchange of resources between participants in the same decision
making process. The lines connecting the different nodes of the network become,
ideally, conduits through which these resources can flow, setting in motion the whole
interactive mechanism that gives life to the ecosystem.
In the era of the data shake, networks extend and become more complex because
the challenges related to data collection, management, and analysis require the avail-
ability of more resources and the involvement of multiple actors who can share
them. For this reason, analysing the interactions between the participants of a deci-
sion making process and their evolution in the digital age allows us to reconstruct
the participation strategies of the actors and understand how they face the challenges
encountered in the innovation path.
From this point of view, the PoliVisu pilots represent interesting and concrete
cases to analyse these interactive mechanisms that were mapped in the actor-network
grouping the types of interactions that occur in six categories (Fig. 7.2).
However, it is worth noting that this categorization introduces a simplification
since data-related activities in the network can lead the same actor to interact with
each other for different reasons and, consequently, exchange different resources
according to the multiple roles it can play. Furthermore, the six categories describe
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Fig. 7.2 Example of the relations occurring in the actor-network from the case of Issy-les-
Moulineaux
interactive processes taking place within most of the pilot cases, underlining how
similar kinds of relationships can be established in different contexts.
The first category of relationships, data exchange, refers to the transfer of data
between different actors that, in the cases of PoliVisu, generally takes place inter-
nally or externally to the public administration that is centrally involved in the
experimentation.
In the case of internal exchanges, it is possible that an actor requests data that are
produced and owned by other sectors of the same organization. The quality of these
interactions strongly depends on the level of datacy of the organization itself, as it
affects the efficiency of the internal functioning and the regulatory frameworks that
distribute the competencies in data production and sharing. For example, it can be
observed that these exchanges can be problematic in the typically siloed structures
of municipalities where the different sectors are often not well connected between
them. In this sense, the data produced or stored by one of the silos is considered a
sort of exclusive property and is not shared, even if that may benefit the municipality.
Siloed organizational status is reproduced in data production and management.
Such limits can be encountered both within the same organization and in the
relations between public organizations belonging to different administrative levels
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and with different competences. In these cases, therefore, we speak of exchanges
that happen externally to the reference organization, which also increasingly involve
actors that are not part of the public sector. As seen in the previous section of the
article, this type of relationship, which requires considerable negotiation skills and
raises important ethical-legal issues, is often essential to access the data needed to
support policy making activities.
The second category concerns the relationships established between actors with
different expertise tomanage, analyse, andvisualise data.Certain tasks are distributed
through these relationships that make the actors responsible for more technical or
advanced data storage, analysis and visualisation processes. By involving different
points of view, which can be represented by subjects both internal and external to
the organization, it is possible to obtain extremely relevant support to carry out the
policy-oriented data activities that allow exploiting the value of data in decision
making processes.
The third category concerns the exchange of knowledge. In the cases of PoliVisu
these relationships are in place when the network features actors participating in
the process to share know-how and adopt a best practice approach as happens, in
particular, with the partners of the project consortium. Simultaneously, a different
form of knowledge can be transmitted by local actors, not only in the form of data
about issues within their competence but also through a greater ability to intercept
citizens’ needs and bring them back into the decision making arena. These actors
play an important consultancy role that can significantly increase the effectiveness
of data supported decision making mechanisms and the quality of the content of a
policy.
The fourth category introduces another central issue of policy making and
concerns the impact of political guidelines on decision making processes. The label
policy inputs - decision making identifies the power relations that typically emerge
between political actors and civil servants. In the case of policy inputs, the former,
using resources linked to the role attributed to them by popular consensus, have the
power to establish the political agenda, pointing specific issues of public interest and
orienting the consequent policy responses. They also have the power to establish
legal frameworks to regulate the use of data for innovation policies, thus guiding the
activities of the operative sector of the public administration.
On the other hand, this relationship may also concern the transmission of data and
visualisations in the opposite way, from the operational sectors of public administra-
tion to the policy makers. This opportunity is extremely relevant since it can become
a key strategy to promote and enhance the efficiency of decision making activities.
Important, in this sense, is also the possibility to use data andvisualisations to facil-
itate interactive processes between members of different operational sectors within
the same organization. The fifth category identifies these relationships as internal
cooperation for policy making, which includes all relationships and exchanges of
resources intended to facilitate the sharing of data, information, and knowledge
between different sectors, increasing their permeability and capacity for interaction.
Although each operational sector of public administrations is generally responsible
for some public issues according to a siloed logic, promoting modes of organic
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action and cooperation can be a way to make the organization’s activity more effi-
cient, thus avoiding the waste of valuable resources and promoting, at the same time,
a datacy-oriented approach.
Finally, a last category of relations can be established between the public adminis-
tration and the recipients of the policy decision, through disclosing data and commu-
nicating results. Especially in the case of Issy-les-Moulineaux, the digital revolution
taking place in the municipality is interpreted as a valuable opportunity to strengthen
the link with citizens providing, under the form of open data, both relevant informa-
tion that is useful to organize their everyday life and insights about the activities of
the municipal administration. Moreover, this type of relationship can be configured,
depending on the intentions and the regulatory framework of each context, as the
result of a strategy of direct involvement of citizens in the decision making arena,
legitimizing their participation as representatives of special interests affected by the
policy decision. However, engaging the public in policy making is one of the most
significant challenges public administrations struggle with. For this reason, although
in PoliVisu pilots this type of relationship is present only in a few cases, it can assume
great relevance in the digital age. In fact, thanks to the development and diffusion of
ICTs, there is an increasing interest in the citizens’ broader involvement both as data
providers and as contributors in decision making processes (Calzada 2018). Thus,
public administrations should identify strategies to better structure and develop these
relations which may be crucial for further developing digital innovation.
7.5 Conclusion: Dealing with Complexity in the Era
of the Data Shake
Through the analysis of the PoliVisu pilots’ direct experience, the article described
some particularly relevant challenges related to the increasing complexity of decision
making ecosystems and the strategies that public administrations can put in place to
take advantage of the data shake. In particular, the causes and effects of the expansion
of decision making networks, the involvement of many different actors with specific
expertise, and the contextual development of new relationships that bind them were
analysed. In this framework, public administrations assume a central role in PoliVisu
for the promotion of digital innovation because, thanks to the activities they are
involved in, they face new challenges and opportunities providing relevant insights.
On the one hand, it is possible to observe how data can lead to a transformation
of decision-makers’ activities, effectively supporting every step of the policy cycle,
from the design to the evaluation of a policy. Moreover, data allows conceiving the
policy making process as an experimental activity in which a greater awareness of
current trends described by data can be combined with a renewed ability to manage
and retune the implementation of the measures aimed at achieving a specific policy
goal.
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On the other hand, this opportunity strongly depends on the ability of public
administrations to rethink their role and tasks in the age of digital innovation,
following a datacy oriented approach. This process starts with the awareness that
the exploitation of data requires an effort to involve multiple actors, both internal
and external to the public sector, the structuring of new relationships, and the need
to make the internal functioning of the administrative and decision making machine
more organic and efficient.
PoliVisu has made it possible to identify these novelties and understand which
psychological and structural barriers have been faced by pilots in their path which
can keep playing a role in the limited use of data in decision making processes. The
analysis of the cases has allowed learning valuable lessons that can help to support the
innovative approaches of other administrations outside the project and contribute to
the research on digital innovation. For this article’s focus, the biggest challenge is the
need to build partnerships and relationships both inside and outside the organization
and to create the organizational and bureaucratic conditions allowing them to run
efficiently.
Considering the internal relations, the pilot cases show that to have an efficient
data-supported policy making process, the pilot coordinator (the smart city office)
would have benefited from efficient and productive connections with internal actors
from all levels (policy makers, operative members) in a regulated framework for the
efficient management, sharing and exploitation of available data. Therefore, it is a
matter of facilitating all those relations indicated as data and knowledge exchange,
internal cooperation for policy making and, if the actors with technical expertise
are within the organization, the relations related to data management, analysis, and
visualisation. To make these interactions more profitable it is advisable to think in an
un-siloed perspective, i.e., breaking the traditional barriers that delimit the different
sectors creating cross-cutting collaborative tables starting from the ones that are
considered more adapted and readier to a full digital transformation.
At the same time, it is crucial to be aware of the value and usefulness of data
in decision making processes, considering them as a precious resource to be wisely
collected, managed, and exploited for multiple activities and operations. Both the
conditions above must be accompanied by strong political support. An evolution of
the governance structure can only be promoted by expressing a strong political will
by those who have the power to encourage innovation.
In contrast, external relations introduce a further level of complexity. While
internal relations pose an advantage because involved actors know how the orga-
nization functions, external relations are based on the participation of new actors
who think differently from the public sector. However, PoliVisu has noticed how the
construction of private-public partnerships can drive the establishment of efficient
collaborations with good advantages for all parties. This opportunity can be seized
by overcoming some barriers related to negotiating and defining clear agreements for
the collection, use, andmanagement of data. To achieve this outcome, it is paramount
to specify which relation to establish with a partner and what to give in return. In line
with the evolution of the legal frameworks governing these interactions, the need to
build ad hoc procurements to regulate data exchange, access, and ownership, and
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the extent to which external partners can be involved to offer data-based services to
public administrations, will be increasingly pressing. In this way, it will be possible to
ensure the contractual balance between the different actors involved in data exchange
processes and make interactions between all the actors of the ecosystem increasingly
efficient and profitable.
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Chapter 8
Making Policies with Data: The Legacy
of the PoliVisu Project
Freya Acar, Lieven Raes, Bart Rosseau, and Matteo Satta
Abstract ThePoliVisuproject has the goal to investigate the potential of data use and
visualisation in urban policy making. The project has explored how data supported
policy making is adopted by public administrations and what we can learn from their
experience. This is done by enrolling pilot cases with different and specific policy
problems. From the experience of the PoliVisu pilots the influence and added value
of data in the policy making process is assessed. Considering the recent “shake” in
data production and use, PoliVisu has adopted four driving questions, as follow: what
are the new roles data can play in the policy making process?, What is the added
value of data for policy making? How can innovative visualisations contribute to
improve the use of data in policy making processes? To what extent can an increased
adoption of data affect the policy making process? How is the data shake affecting
the involvement of non-institutional actors in the policy making process? This paper
explores these questions, by presenting the experiences and the lessons learnt, also
focussing on specific pilots’ initiatives and results.
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8.1 Data Supported Policy Making Through the Eyes
of the PoliVisu Pilots
The digital era and the rise of digital data have opened up possibilities for data
supported policy making leaving some questions open, including what is data
supported policy making, and what does it imply. “Data supported” is a trendy term
that is often used and has a different meaning for every user.
“Data supported policy making” hints at a collaboration, almost a symbiosis,
between data and policy making. Nevertheless, the way this collaboration works and
to what extent this symbiosis is effective, still need to be investigated (see Charal-
abidis 2021 for an overview of the main barriers for data supported policy making).
The PoliVisu project represents a step forward in this direction. “Policy making” is
a process focussing on a policy issue, which is often a complex cluster of problems
that encompasses many views and has repercussions on a variety of urban dynamics
and domains.
Data management should form the backbone of any process that involves
collecting, storing and using city data. PoliVisu’s experience in pilot Cities and
Regions has made it possible to identify the fundamental steps needed to deliver
an effective data management strategy. These steps involve taking clear and early
actions on data literacy, collection and readiness.
Evidence to support PoliVisu’s approach for dealing with data has mainly been
collected from five pilots with differing size, data readiness levels and needs, Pilsen
(Czech Republic), Issy-les-Moulineaux (France), Ghent, Mechelen and the Flanders
Region (Belgium). By exploring different city situations from data, scenario, policy
making and administrative points of view, PoliVisu is better able to define a flexible
methodology that can be leveraged by a wide range of other cities.
These differences are best illustrated by the example of Issy-les-Moulineaux,
which is part of a larger metropolitan area (Île-de-France) and so has to deal with
various data sharing and competence issues that are usually not applicable to smaller,
stand-alone cities. In the case of Issy-les-Moulineaux, getting the necessary data for
its locale requires a very close-knit collaboration with other public bodies and even
private companies, e.g. Be-Mobile.
Similarly, for Ghent and Mechelen, the challenge was to obtain the necessary
data from third parties as no in-house data was available for the planned use case.
This in turn required the city to form partnerships with local service suppliers-cum-
data owners. Finally, Pilsen and Flanders Region worked using their own data, but
because they are using different sources (Traffic sensors in the first case and ANPR
cameras in the second) they have to deal with another issue, i.e. the integration of a
large number of data sources.
All the activities of the public authorities have been focused on defining co-
creation actions that might make the implementation of data (and related tools)
processes more effective.
The experiences of the Polivisu pilots revealed some common challenges that can
be synthetized in the following questions:
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• what are the new roles data can play in the policy making process? what is the
added value of data for policy making?
• how can innovative visualisations contribute to improve the use of data in the
policy making process?
• to what extent can an increased adoption of data affect the policy making process?
• how is the data shake affecting the involvement of non-institutional actors in the
policy making process?
In the following paragraphs the four questions are discussed in relation to the
perspectives adopted by pilots in the experiments and attempts made while searching
possible responses.
8.1.1 Data for Dialogue
Using data as a supportive resource for dialogues has different communication
aspects and has various impacts on the target groups. PoliVisu tried to manage two
challenges. The first was to close the chasm between diverse policy domains in and
between government organisations. The second was using data visualisations as a
communication tool for policy making to citizens.
The first challenge was to facilitate the communication and the cooperation
between diverse policy domains and government organizations. In the pilot of Issy-
les-Moulineaux for example the policy issue was traffic congestion. After thoroughly
investigating the problem, it became clear that the congestion was not caused by
citizens of Issy, rather by drivers working there or transiting to reach Paris. This
required the collaboration with various stakeholders, in the public and private sector,
which brought to discuss the problem with key actors who need to be aligned on the
problem setting, the language and the available opportunities (see Raineri and Moli-
nari 2021). Thanks to data and data visualisations the policy issue can be observed
through clear images and dialogue activated towards a shared understanding and
solutions development.
However, understanding data and talking about data-related evidences require a
certain level of data literacy. By extracting visualisations from the data, the data
becomes more comprehensible and improves effectiveness of the communication.
The Flanders accident map managed to set up cooperation on accident data
interpretation between the Federal police and the traffic safety institute. This
approach had led to a better-streamlined interpretation of the data and coopera-
tion to locate the accident spots better. An online accidentmap, visualising road
accidents, is an excellent tool to give all involved parties in traffic safety insights
in where the most serious accidents happen. Also, citizens have the necessary
information to elaborate on the local traffic safety situation and discuss traffic
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safety in their (local) community. The Flanders accident visualisation can be
seen as an enabler for local policy making to improve, for example, the traffic
situation around schools.
Pilsen used a traffic model as a successful communication instrument for
citizens. Traffic models were long considered as an internal tool of the
traffic department to perform what-if analysis. An open visualisation inter-
face allowed citizens to elaborate on the impact of the planned road works
on their neighbourhood at different moments. Citizens could find out if their
neighbourhood were affected positively or negatively. The user-friendly traffic
model visualisationwas accompaniedwith practical information about the road
work planning, necessity and expected improvements.
Mechelen has an active policy of rolling out schoolstreets. The city ofMechelen
wants to know the effect of the schoolstreet on the traffic in the school street
itself and on the surrounding streets. Parents were involved to install a traffic
counting device (telraam) behind their window and a public dashboard is
able to visualise the life situation and to measure the long-term effect of the
schoolstreet. The results were used to dialogue with the school community and
the surrounding neighbourhood. As a result the expected negative impact as
expected by some people living in the neighbourhood wasn’t the case.
Issy-les-Moulineaux created, in collaboration with a local startup called
MyAnatol, a dashboard to analyse traffic data on the main axes of the city.
But the analysis of cars alone was not enough in a period, due to COVID-19
outbreak, that saw an increase in measures in favour of bicycles. This usage has
been added to it. The innovative side is also linked to the publication in open
data of the data from the dashboard and all the traffic measurements, which are
therefore now updated weekly and available to everyone on the data.issy.com
portal. This data allowed the City to evaluate its policies about bikes intro-
duced after the lockdown, but also to have a wider view on bikes use, with a
comparison between 2019 and 2020.
The four examples above show three different kinds of interaction between stake-
holders and citizens: the accident data and map are beneficial for co-creative policy
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design to improve the local traffic situation; the Pilsen road works communication
turned out to be a good communication instrument for policy implementation; the
dashboards in Issy-les-Moulineaux and Mechelen turned out to be very useful for
evaluation purposes.
8.1.2 Between Precision and Usability
In data supported policy making, data and data visualisations are used to enable
discussion between the actors that are involved in the policy making process
(Androutsopoulou and Charalabidis 2018). Visualisations, in particular, are essen-
tial to facilitate this conversation, especially if supplied through the adoption of tools
enabling dynamic visualisations.
Tools allow the gathering of data, the combination of different data sets and
different visualisation of data. At different stages of the policy making process
different tools can be more or less suitable as each stage may have specific needs
(Verstraete et al. 2021) At the early stage of the policy making process, an easy
to use tool can be preferred as not requiring special skills or abilities. When more
specialized analyses are necessary more specific and powerful tools may be adopted
that require data scientists’ expertise for the production of more precise, reliable, and
effective results. Finally, when the results are discussed with policy makers, again
an easy to use tool may be preferred.
In the Flanders and Pilsen road accident maps QGIS was initially used to test
the data suitability; later on a BI (Business Intelligence) tool allowed more
precise analysis to gain insights from the relationship between accident data
and other, more contextual, data sets; finally QGIS was used again for data
editing and for the test of the visualisation layout.
The Ile-de-France Region has launched the platform “Ile de France Smart
Services”. The city of Issy-les-Moulineaux have been between one of the first
Cities to have signed this agreement. The implementation of these services
is the result of an unprecedented partnership approach around data between
public and private actors, as it represents also a common data portal including
datasets and data visualisation tools.
Using tools in coherence with the policy making specific needs and sharing their
use among different offices of the same organization or with other organizations
gives different advantages. First if more local governments adopt the same tool this
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can significantly reduce the public cost of tool development or acquisition. Second, it
also allows for more straightforward communication between public administrations
because the tool and visualisations are the same. Also some pre-processed data can
be reused since they are already digested by the tool. However, it should always be
possible to change and improve the tools in coherence with policy making needs:
flexibility and possibility to experiment should be the main characteristics of tool fit
for data driven policy making.
PoliVisu developed the open WebGLayer tool for advanced visualisation tool
and the open Traffic Modeller tool for traffic predictions. Both tools allowed
Flanders and Pilsen to create tailored visualisations of their traffic safety and
accident map and allowed them to open traffic models to the public. The rather
limited differences in the data content, made it possible to deploywithoutmuch
effort tailored visualisations.
Then, from tools and analyses, visualisations arise. Visualisations are an effec-
tive way of communication with the variety of people engaged in the policy making
process. Visualisations can be used to start a conversation. They can show the situa-
tion as it is, where difficulties are situated, and how policy decisions can change and
improve the situation. Visualisations are a work in progress. They can continuously
be improved to ensure that they are easy to understand and effective in reflecting the
policy problemwith reduced bias. Constructing a useful visualisation is a challenging
and time-consuming task. The use of suitable visualisations responding to specific
discussion or dialogues requirements asks for the capacity to balance between preci-
sion and usability of the visualisations s as well as for a certain flexibility in the
adoption of the best tool.
8.1.3 Proneness to Iterative Process
To move from policy making to data supported policy making asks for data maturity
and data literacy in the organization.
As already highlighted by Verstraete et al. (2021) the policy making is struc-
tured on to three stages: policy design, policy implementation and policy evaluation.
In the policy design stage, the context of the policy problem is assessed, a policy
formulation is constructed, different scenarios are hypothesized and analysed and
subsequently a policy decision is made. In the following stage the policy decision
is implemented, through an implementation plan. The effects of the policy imple-
mentation are monitored and apt communication concerning the policy is vital in
this stage. In the final stage, when the policy decision has been executed for some
time, the policy evaluation takes place through an impact assessment. Based on this
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assessment a restructuring of the problem might take place, resulting in a new policy
problem.
This policy making model is already iterative by nature. After a policy decision
has been evaluated it often results in a new policy problem. Furthermore, at any
stage in the policy making process it is possible to go back a few steps and restart
the process guided by the lessons learnt. This is the key core of the impact of data
on policy making: it is transformed into a trial/error process where it is essential
to register, reuse and share the outcomes and learnings developed throughout the
process (Concilio and Pucci 2021). By virtue of these learnings the data maturity
of the organization, the public administration, grows, bringing new insights to the
field. These insights in their turn can indicate that it might be opportune to go back
to a previous step in the policy cycle. The bigger availability of data augments the
option to check the policy measures during the implementation so reducing the risk
for irreversible mistakes.
In Pilsen and Mechelen, thanks to the availability of a traffic model and a list
of the planned road works, the impact of multiple planned road works and
deviations can be simulated. In Mechelen, a service was tested to simulate the
immediate effect of the occupation of the public domain as part of the approval
procedure, including signalling plan and electronic payments.
Furthermore, depending on the step and stage of the policy cycle different issues
arise (Verstraete et al. 2021 for a complete overview of the types of data analysis in
each step of the process). In the first stage, the policy design stage, the policy and data
issues are more related to the scope of the policy problem. By setting up a context
and through the analysis of scenarios data has a guiding role in this stage, allowing
more insight in the context of the policy problem. In the policy implementation stage
the questions are more related to monitoring and fine-tuning. In this stage data is
used to follow up on the policy decision and adapt or adjust the policy decision if
necessary. In the final stage data use is more related to analyses and checks, whether
the policy decision was successful, sufficient, and how it affected the domain of the
policy problem and other, related domains.
Additionally, data has the property of moving quicker through the policy cycle
than the policy itself. In consequence the results and learnings from the data can have
an influence on the policy making process at any given point and require flexibility
and an agile performance from the actors involved in the policy making process.
8.1.4 Actors Involved in Data Supported Policy Making
Data supported policy making is a complex process that involves many different
actors. A network analysis of the PoliVisu pilots showed that at least 20 actors were
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involved in every pilot (see Lanza 2021). This includes partners both internal and
external to the organization. For every pilot a core group could be distinguished from
peripheral partners. It is clear that the core group is a multidisciplinary team where
people with varying expertise work closely together.
Agile and effective data-supported policymaking is an interdisciplinary challenge
and requires the combination of multiple perspectives (Walravens et al. 2021). At
least a policy perspective and a data perspective have been identified. From the
data perspective different competences are required. These different competences
are hardly found in one multi-talented person. Moreover, one person will never
have the time to deal with the multitude of tasks related to data-supported policy
making. On the other hand, most organisations will not be able to install a complete
multidisciplinary team at once. A good starting point is to focus on three general
profiles: a data-engineer to cover data management and development needs a general
data-analyst to cover the data-analyst and data science needs; and a policy (decision)
maker. Gradually, with the evolution to more complex analyses and a more mature
data-supported policy making, the organisation can invest in specialized roles such
as expert data-analysts, statistician, data scientists and researchers.
In the Ghent pilot several (internal and external) partners are at work to handle
the policy problem. A data-engineer is at work to maintain the datasets and
provide a framework to work with the datasets. Data-analysts are working
within the public administration at the office of data and information and exter-
nally at the telecom provider. Finally, a close collaboration exists between the
office for data and information and the policy makers involved in the student
housing problem setting.
In Issy-les-Moulineaux, the City created a dashboard and related KPIs to
connect the various departments with policy makers and, at the same time,
providing a simplified version for citizens to use data to help them to have
better information about the impact of policies.
A data-driven organisation must ensure through its organisational structure, the
collaboration of the different actors in the policy making process. Related to the data
activities, three main organisational forms can be distinguished: a centralized organ-
isational structure, a decentralized structure and a balanced hybrid form between
these two.
In a decentralized organisation, business or policy domain units develop their own
data analytics teams. This promotes the responsiveness of the dedicated data teams
to the priorities of the units. Also, since the data teams are embedded in a policy
domain, they are likely to develop thorough domain knowledge. However, isolated
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decentralized teams might suffer from siloed data expertise, the inability to develop
an organisational data strategy and the lack of broader managerial focus. Smaller
decentralized teams probably will not have dedicated data engineers and developers.
For ad hoc analyses this might not be a great concern, but the analysts will be unable
to deploy relevant results to productional data-pipelines and automated analyses.
Data analysts might also struggle with flexible data access and the deployment of
generic analysis and visualisation tools.
A centralized structure has many advantages in terms of talent and knowl-
edge management, the potential to develop a cross-departmental data strategy and
a broader managerial focus. Still, a central unit might face important challenges
concerning the allocation of sufficient resources to individual business units and
flexible responses to domain priorities. Centralized data teams need to invest extra
time to gather sufficient domain knowledge. The installation of a centralized data
team can be a good starting point to engage in data-supported policy making. Sooner
or later, organisations will feel the need to evolve to a more hybrid form to balance
the advantages and challenges of both the centralized and decentralized organisation
structure.
Because of the specific knowledge required by working with (big) data for policy
making it happens that the data experts working for the data providers become effec-
tive collaborators of the policy making organization so transforming it into an hybrid
structure.
The city of Ghent started working with the data scientists from Proximus to
ensure a reliable data analysis. This collaboration showed to be a win-win
process for both parties. The city learned how to work with this kind of big
data sources and Proximus learned how a city operates and how it formulates
its requirements to (big) data.
Issy-les-Moulineaux collaboration with a local startup, MyAnatol, and its data
specialists. This made possible for the City to access data and skills and the
startup to improve its offer for public authorities, being able to have a real proof
of concept in real, through the various requirements and feedback received from
the City.
Actors involved in the policy making process are different: policy makers, oper-
ative sectors of the public administration, an office for data and information within
the public administration, technical service providers, data providers and the public.
Every actor has a specific task or purpose. It is highly relevant to identify which
policy makers you need support from, which operative sectors of the public admin-
istration you require information and who in the office for data and information that
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can aid with the data management plan and find the link between data and the policy
issue. External to the organization, other actors might be necessary either because
they are data owners or because they can help with data analysis and visualisation.
The pilots realized that identifying and interacting with diversified actors since an
early stage of the policy making process augment the productivity of the process.
In conclusion, for data driven policy making, collaboration between many
different actors, internal and external to the organization, is required. Because of the
complexity of the process, it is advisable to set up structures and come to agreements
at the start of the process.
8.2 Bottlenecks and New Practices Detected in Policy
Making
The project showed that the way to the full exploitation of data potentials in policy
making is still long. PoliVisu pilots experienced several bottlenecks in data avail-
ability and use that still represent important limitations to effective processes of data
driven policy making. Such bottlenecks, managed by the project pilots, highlighted
important adaptation that gave rise to new use of data.
The findingsmentioned in this section have been collected through the observation
on various pilotsmentioned in the first section of this paper. Thisworkmade the actual
development, implementation andmonitoring of local policies in four cycles, feeding
the results back into the overall project’s solutions.
8.2.1 Bottlenecks
The different pilots of PoliVisu started the project with a high degree of knowledge
about open data and work with simple datasets. At the same time, they had ambition,
but a limited knowledge on use of big data and smart visualisations.
Those pilots entered then into the project with some interesting scenarios, but
those were created without a real certainty about the possibility to really deploy
them successfully.
One of the questions that PoliVisu wanted to answer with the support of practical
cases, at least for local public authorities, is “Do we really have a resistance to
innovation processes in the public local authorities?”. According Ritchie (2014) the
theories claiming an anti-innovation approach of governments have somehow a base
of truth, but he also considers that it is still needed to have a deeper research to
understand the reasons.
Table 8.1 mentioned bottlenecks, detected all along PoliVisu, seem to show how
the resistance is somehow structural and often not just related to individuals.
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Table 8.1 Bottlenecks faced by the PoliVisu project
Data literacy According to the Data Literacy project, “76% of key business
decision-makers aren’t confident in their ability to read, work
with, analyse and argue with data”. The PoliVisu project
investigated the issue of data literacy using its own survey which
made confirmed this issue. At the same time, this was underlined
by most of the pilots (all, but Ghent), at the beginning of the
project, which declared not to have data scientists or analysts in
their teams
Data ownership All pilots had to deal with data ownership, but in two cases this is
particularly true. Ghent and Issy-les-Moulineaux found
themselves in a situation in which they had the obligation to get
the data from private bodies, consequently, to have a real work to
benchmark the market and to find affordable solutions. This is
extremely time consuming and it plays a, potentially negative,
role in deployment of data projects
Data fragmentation Often the various municipalities and/or other public bodies do
not share data or do not have compatible formats and policies.
This is a real point as it makes data often non exploitable and it
was experiences by all the pilots of the project
Fragmentation of jurisdiction The fragmented data is also related to the division of
competences between various bodies. This was particularly
impacting in Flanders and Issy-les-Moulineaux due to their
geographical configuration as Flanders has to deal with various
Cities and Issy-les-Moulineaux is part of a big urban
agglomeration which is very dense, and it has many decision
levels
Data privacy Data privacy policies oblige, particularly with the new GDPR
regulation, to be extremely careful to any potential breach of data
privacy. In particular, the case of Ghent in which mobile data was
used is key. Even if the data was anonymized, the detection of a
person can represent a real issue, consequently important steps
need to be taken with, next to anonymization, aggregation of data
The bottlenecks listed above are all obviously important, but there are some having
somehow a heavier impact.
In particular, the PoliVisu experience in its Cities and public authorities shows
that private companies often hold the most useful datasets, as often public data (and
competences), is fragmented. This evidence shows an unbalanced relation between
the private and public sector which may explain, at least partially, a reluctance to
innovate in data in many cities and public authorities.
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8.2.2 New Practices and Knowledge
As it is now clear to everyone, an increasing reduction of specific budgets of Cities
(including the shift of priorities), and public authorities in general, is today a reality.
This reduction cannot be tracked with a clear trend, being highly different country by
country, but it follows the trend of national public budgets. The Council of Europe,
already in 2011, was warning about potential negative effects, even recognising the
need of contribution of public authorities, in an ad hoc publication.
As explained in the previous paragraph, the PoliVisu experience and the ones of
its Cities and Regions show how a data transition requests high level investments, not
without risks, for the public authorities both from a data and visualisations point of
view. One of themajor findings of PoliVisu, as reported above, has been the detection
of an unbalanced relation between the private and public bodies, being often the most
valuable data held by private companies.
In this framework, PoliVisu pilots showed how it is possible to move through this
bottleneck and the ones mentioned above, partially or totally, adopting some new
practices, summarized in Table 8.2.
Those practices, collected through observation and feedback received, made
possible to highlight how the process in adoption of data in policy making has an
Table 8.2 Emerged practices
Awareness of data value The various pilots were already aware of the value of data in itself,
having already advanced open data strategies in place and a vision
related to data. At the same time, in particular at decision makers
level, this knowledge was just guessed. During the project, the
meetings with policy makers have totally unlocked the potential of
pilots that could start working 100% on such projects with a snowball
effect. The various pilots that came out or could be deployed anyway
in Issy, Mechelen and Pilsen in COVID-19 time are really an example
of how pilots took data as a real resource
Use of dashboards The pilots at the beginning of the project had quite interesting ideas
about tools and solutions, but those were theoretical and not often
realistic. As the project moved on, pilots had to deal with reality, and
they could finally find solutions. Every pilot has its own
specifications, but a common point was the use of dashboards to have
analyses of data. Those tools are useful to connect the policy makers
with their operational departments and, in some cases, directly to
citizens to make better accepted and/or understood some policies
Co-creation projects The PoliVisu’s cities have started the project with scenarios that
looked “self-standing”, but the various bottlenecks met and PoliVisu
itself pushed them to involve more and more other stakeholders.
Finally, all pilots had constructed co-creation projects in which other
private and public partners played a role. This was extremely evident
in Ghent, Issy and Flanders, but absolutely true also in Pilsen where
applications created by local start-ups, universities and associations
were mixed with the City open data portal to improve the information
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upward trend as Cities and public authorities may have a slow start, but, as soon as
they start, they will be improving quicker and quicker with time. The improvement
will also ameliorate the communication to citizens, making also possible to unlock
more and more funds, which will support the whole process.
To do so, it is really important to engage the City in co-creation processes and
projects which make easier to unlock this potential, giving access to the City to data
and skills that would, otherwise, never be available.
8.3 Conclusions
Through its pilots and their stories, PoliVisu has showed the potentials of Open
and Big Data in policy making. This closing section aims at wrapping up the whole
stories of the project, giving also some recommendations to deploy, in cities, projects
through the use of data.
8.3.1 Lessons Learnt from the PoliVisu Project
In data supported policy making, data is used to commence a dialogue. Data can acti-
vate dialogues, public dialogues, concerning a policy problem, and can support argu-
ments and visions concerning the challenge at hand. Adding data and data visualisa-
tion to the conversation allows for a better understanding of the problem, the context,
and the possible effect of policy decisions.However, data can support dialogues about
policy issues without neglecting the complexity of the policy process where many
viewpoints and approaches are intertwined. Vision, knowledge and experience still
represent the fundament of policy making, and data can contribute to a part of that
knowledge.
Getting knowledge fromdata is a challenging process. Visualisations aid everyone
involved in the dialogue to understand the data. We distinguish between three types
of visualisations based on the stage of the policy making process in which they are
used. At the beginning, when only an exploratory analysis is performed and the
dialogue concerns preliminary results, visualisations are used that are accessible and
easy to use. The goal is to transfer, explore and discuss intermediate analysis results.
This allows for the exploration of some general trends, but no in-depth analysis and
results can be displayed.
Then, when the results are analysed more in depth, flexible and powerful visual-
isation tools may be more appropriate. These visualisations require expertise from
data scientists. The visualisations allow the data scientist to better understand the
data and obtain results that would not be visible with more general visualisations.
Once the in-depth analyses have been performed, visualisations are developed
that allow policy makers and a broader audience to query the data. Easy to use
visualisations support policy makers when monitoring.
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All these visualisations types should be flexible and evaluated at certain points
in time. New issues might arise, and new information might come to light. It is
important to note that it is not necessary to stick with a visualisations type once one
has been chosen. It is always possible to change the visualisations that need to be
flexible to best support the policy making process.
The Polivisu project also showed how data supported policy making is an iterative
process. At every stage of the policy making process it is possible to go back and
start again by considering the lessons learnt. Likewise, the data activities related to
data supported policy making happen in an iterative manner as well. As shown in
the policy-oriented data activities framework (as described in Verstraete et al. 2021)
there is a continuous process where analysis results go back and forth between the
policy maker and the data scientist with the ultimate goal to obtain sensible results
that can be used to support policy making through close collaboration between the
policy maker and the data scientist.
Data supported policy making is a team effort that requires specific and varying
expertise from the people involved. In short, data supported policy making is a
complex and challenging process that requires communication and collaboration
between a diversified group of actors. These actors, and the organization, will gain
data maturity through time. This might come across as a slow process, but every
small change has a significant value.
8.3.2 Some Recommendations
The PoliVisu project highlighted some pathways for the situation to be improved
towards a more effective integration of data in policy making. They are all illustrated
in the following final Table 8.3.
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Table 8.3 Recommendations from the PoliVisu project
Increasing Data Literacy As reported above, Data Literacy is a real
blocking point to deploy a good strategy. To this
end, it is necessary to hire and to engage data
analysts and scientists, at least as subcontractors.
This is a key point to be successful
Breaking Silos Large and medium sized municipalities, in fact,
are normally “siloed” structures, often not well
connected between them. In this sense, even the
data produced or stored by these silos are
considered as a sort of exclusive property, which
is not shared with other silos, even if that may
bring benefit to the Municipality as a whole.
Siloed organizational status is reproduced in data
production and management. The best way to
tackle this barrier is to create cross-cutting
working tables with various services, starting
from the ones that are considered more adapted
and ready for a full digital transformation
Showing data value to key internal players The second relevant element of the political
culture affecting the management of data is
related to the role played by data in the
Municipality procedures. Data is rarely, almost
never, considered as a useful resource per se; it is
rather seen as a functional component of
bureaucratic procedures and, as such, not
considered as a relevant output of any process.
This reduces the attention to data production and
management and does not include any scenario of
data re-use or utilization in other activities or
processes. It is clear that failure in considering
data as public good finds its origin in the (merely)
bureaucratic approach to public service
production and supply; one could even say that
public services themselves are not considered or
managed as common goods. To move through
this barrier, it is needed to show the value of data,
creating some first useful applications in a pilot
mode, the positive reactions of citizens and
external stakeholders will represent a real
motivation for City teams
(continued)
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Table 8.3 (continued)
Increasing Data Literacy As reported above, Data Literacy is a real
blocking point to deploy a good strategy. To this
end, it is necessary to hire and to engage data
analysts and scientists, at least as subcontractors.
This is a key point to be successful
Giving a strong political support to digital
transformation teams
The third element is strictly related to individual
behaviours, being a project to implement data a
real change of paradigm that requests a strong
effort in the short term. It is not obvious to have
teams of the various departments to “hide” their
non-effort to make the internal procedures
improved through data. This psychological effect
is actually related to the same reasons related to
the behaviour shift in mobility, while a person
that for 20 years has used the car to go to work,
even when not motivated enough, refuses to
change, even if confronted with clear proofs that
a switch would give him/her an advantage in the
medium-long term. The PoliVisu’s Cities
experiences showed how a strong political will is
absolutely necessary to go through this resistance
Building partnerships with the private sector PoliVisu has noticed how the construction of
private-public partnerships, also with some minor
financial contributions of Cities and other public
authorities, can drive to the construction of
efficient collaborations with good advantages for
all parties. Actually, the project could stimulate
Cities to look for private partners providing data
(Issy) or tools (Pilsen) or both of them (Ghent)
and to settle an on the ground collaboration.
While this collaboration starts, the project has
noticed how Cities start a quick innovation
process, showing how the usual anti-innovative
approach can change, and private companies
show an unusual capacity to support them, also
providing, in some cases, investment
(Issy-les-Moulineaux and Ghent particularly)
(continued)
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